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Foreword

The financial sector is deemed to be stable when 
it is able to smoothly fulfil its core functions, even 
amid substantial adverse shocks in the external 
or domestic economic and financial environ-
ment. At the same time, financial sector stability 
is perceived as a necessary condition for sound 
functioning of the real economy. Národná banka 
Slovenska (NBS) contributes to the stability of 
the whole financial system in Slovakia, in par-
ticular through its role as the financial market 
supervisory authority.

Národná banka Slovenska believes that an im-
portant aspect of its contribution to financial 
stability is to keep the public regularly informed 
about financial sector stability and about any 
trends which could jeopardise that stability. 
Awareness and discussion of such issues is es-
sential, particularly since financial stability is af-

fected not only by financial sector institutions, 
but also by the behaviour of other non-financial 
corporations and individuals. Hence NBS pub-
lishes a biannual Financial Stability Report (FSR), 
which primarily reports on the main risks to the 
stability of the Slovak financial sector.

The aim of the FSR is to provide clear and easy 
to follow information about the development 
of factors affecting financial stability in Slovakia, 
with particular attention paid to the most sig-
nificant risks to stability. The FSR includes a sec-
tion on the implementation of macroprudential 
policy in Slovakia. 

A complementary detailed overview of develop-
ments and risks in the Slovak financial sector is 
provided by NBS in its Analysis of the Slovak Fi-
nancial Sector.
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overview

Favourable developments in the domestiC eConomy 
supported FinanCial seCtor stability

Financial sector stability in Slovakia in 2015 was 
supported by the gradual acceleration of domes-
tic economic growth, amid increasing growth in 
investment, real wages and corporate sales, as 
well as falling unemployment. Strong domes-
tic demand was the main driver of that growth, 
supported by the absorption of EU funds and 
increasing household consumption. Despite 
a drop in public investment, the favourable trend 
is expected to continue in 2016. 

Certain risks in the external environment remained 
present and in some Cases inCreased

In evaluating the situation in the external envi-
ronment, it is important to note the mounting 
risks that may affect economic growth or fi-
nancial market developments. Macroeconomic 
conditions deteriorated towards the year-end, 
in both advanced and emerging market econo-
mies (EMEs). Although the euro area economy 
is stable at present, its nominal growth rate is 
low. Nor is it expected to pick up significantly 
any time soon, given that the strong stimuli to 
household consumption and exports from fall-
ing oil prices and depreciation of the euro’s ef-
fective exchange rate will be gradually fading. 
Euro area growth is currently supported mainly 
by the ECB’s monetary stimuli, which were fur-
ther augmented in March 2016. Meanwhile, the 
environment of extremely low interest rates is 
contributing to price bubble risk and is com-
pressing banks’ interest and profit margins. In 
some countries there is the additional factor of 
high non-performing loan (NPL) ratios in banks’ 
balance sheets. EU financial stability is facing 
not only economic risks, however, but also in-
creasing political risks. At the same time, in-
vestor sentiment towards EMEs in general and 
China in particular deteriorated sharply in the 
second half of 2015, as these countries faced 
the consequences of rampant corporate debt, 
unsustainable economic models, an oil industry 
slump and currency devaluations. 

In both the middle of 2015 and beginning of 
2016 financial markets experienced significant 

asset price turbulence brought on mainly by 
the spillover effect of financial market turmoil 
in China and the unconvincing responses of the 
Chinese authorities to that situation. It there-
fore appears that the foundations for rebuilding 
confidence in financial markets are somewhat 
fragile at the moment, and that implies an in-
creasing risk of further turbulence in the period 
ahead. 

retail lending developments remain a key trend in 
the banking seCtor and are having a marked impaCt 
on the property market 
Although credit growth slowed slightly in 2015, 
the overall amount of new loans remained close 
to historical highs. Housing loan growth was the 
principal component of the overall increase, and 
for five years now its rate in Slovakia has been 
by far the highest in the EU. The credit growth 
in 2015 was boosted by a marked drop in inter-
est rates, which, along with favourable trends in 
the macroeconomy and property market, pro-
vided a stimulus on both the demand and sup-
ply sides. Although credit standards were the 
target of NBS recommendations aimed at pre-
venting any escalation in risk arising from im-
prudent lending practices, the figures indicate 
an elevated concentration of loans that have an 
LTV ratio at the 90% level. The credit quality of 
the retail loan portfolio continued to improve 
in 2015.

The strong growth in retail lending is at the 
same time associated with one of the risks to 
stability in the Slovak financial sector, namely 
the increase in household indebtedness. House-
hold debt in Slovakia is among the highest in 
central and eastern Europe, and its growth rate 
is the highest in the region. Furthermore, house-
hold debt in Slovakia is relatively concentrated 
by international standards, mainly in certain age 
groups. In the breakdown of household debt 
by income group, the heaviest concentration 
of debt is among median-income households, 
while in other countries it is more concentrated 
among the highest-income households. The 
growth in housing loans is also linked to trends 
in the property market. Prices in the market 
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for existing flats increased in 2015, and their 
growth rate (in nominal terms) reached a post-
2008 peak at the beginning of 2016, exceeding 
not only the European average but also inflation 
in other prices and wages in the economy. This 
trend was broadly based across regions and flat 
sizes. It was related to both properties offered 
on the market and those actually sold. As re-
gards the structure of the property market, the 
number of flats up for sale fell during the period 
under review. 

Going forward, the housing loan market may 
be affected significantly by a legislative amend-
ment, in force from 21 March 2016, which 
markedly limits the maximum fee that may be 
charged for loan prepayments made outside the 
interest-rate resetting process. The result could 
be a sharp rise in competition within the housing 
loan market and in the rate of refinancings, thus 
adding further downward pressure on banks’ 
interest margins. Furthermore, this change may 
lead to the emergence of certain risks to finan-
cial stability in the banking sector. In particular, it 
could incentivise banks to provide housing loans 
with the shortest possible initial rate fixation pe-
riods, which in turn would heighten the poten-
tial adverse impact on borrowers of any future 
increase in interest rates. 

retail loan growth in 2015 was joined by growth 
in loans to non-FinanCial Corporations

In addition to growth in retail loans, 2015 saw 
a pick-up in lending to non-financial corpora-
tions, supported by increased demand for loans 
from firms (due to further interest rate reduc-
tions) and, to a lesser extent, by a moderate 
easing of bank lending conditions. The upward 
trend in corporate credit growth slowed slightly, 
however, in the first months of 2016. The main 
cause of that slowdown was loan prepayments 
whether in the form of full repayments which re-
duce the debt burden or loan refinancing with 
funds from other financial sectors.

the maCroprudential poliCy response to Credit 
growth

The countercyclical capital buffer (CCB) rate re-
mains at zero per cent, under the Bank Board’s 
rate-setting decision of 26 April 2016. Given the 
backdrop of relatively strong retail loan growth 
and consequent acceleration in household 

debt, as well as increasing lending to the cor-
porate sector, it was stated alongside the deci-
sion that the Bank Board will consider raising 
the CCB rate at its next rate-setting meeting in 
July 2016. 

Meanwhile, an NBS decree is being drafted to im-
plement into law the principles contained in NBS 
Recommendation No 1/2014. This decree will in-
clude the recalibration of certain parameters and 
create a legal framework for supervising whether 
the provision of housing loans is compliant with 
prudential rules. 

the risk assoCiated with the persisting low interest 
rate environment is one oF the prinCipal risks to the 
FinanCial seCtor as a whole 
Banks and pension funds are expected to be the 
institutions most severely affected by enduring-
ly low interest rates. The impact of low rates on 
the banking sector is being channelled mainly 
through the housing loan market. The interest 
income on these loans was in the past the main 
source of banks’ profits, but the marked narrow-
ing of interest margins since 2015 has reduced 
this income and that trend is set to become 
even more pronounced. The interest income 
from consumer loans will therefore gain in sig-
nificance, although the interest rates on these 
loans are also falling. Overall, therefore, if cur-
rent trends are maintained, the banking sector’s 
profits may be expected to fall over the next sev-
eral years. 

Low interest rates have already had a noticeable 
impact on pension funds. Supplementary pen-
sion funds (managed by SPMCs and constituting 
the third pillar of the pension system) have seen 
a sharp drop in their interest income from bonds 
and bank deposits – the most stable contributors 
to their returns. To compensate for the impact of 
this trend, the risk exposure of supplementary 
pension fund portfolios has been increased, in 
particular by extending the duration of the bond 
component and by increasing the equity com-
ponent. Even more pronounced developments 
have been observed in pension funds managed 
by PFMCs (constituting the second pillar of the 
pension system). The effect of falling interest 
income on the portfolios was fully offset by in-
creasing their duration, but at the cost of increas-
ing their risk exposure (especially during 2015). 
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Hence in the recent period pension fund portfo-
lio have become more sensitive to financial mar-
ket developments. In the event of financial mar-
ket turbulence, this sensitivity may be reflected 
in more pronounced volatility in funds’ returns. 

Analysis has shown that the impact of the low 
interest environment should be less marked on 
the insurance sector than on banks and pen-
sion funds. This is because a significant part of 
the insurance sector’s profit comes from busi-
ness lines outside traditional life insurance, the 
part most affected by low interest rates. Further-
more, insurers in Slovakia report a high solvency 
ratio, which means that the amount of assets in 
the balance sheet is higher than the amount of 
technical provisions. Thus returns guaranteed to 
policyholders may be ensured even with lower 
income from assets covering the technical provi-
sions. Outlooks indicate that this situation should 
continue over the next few years, providing 
there is no significant change in current trends. 
The most significant current and expected reper-
cussions of the low interest rate environment are 
summarised in Table 2. 

banks’ Capital ratios remain adequate, but their 
proFit retention will probably have to be inCreased 
in Coming years 
The increase in the aggregate capital ratio of the 
banking sector has moderated in recent years, 
since it is sufficiently high and therefore banks 
can allocate a greater share of their profits to 
shareholders (in the form of dividends). At the 
same time, however, owing to the gradual in-
crease in capital requirements in coming years 
and the related phasing-in of macroprudential 
policy instruments, the banking sector will be 
forced to partly reduce profit redistribution in or-
der to maintain current lending growth. Another 

reason why banks will have to retain a greater 
share of their earnings is the above-mentioned 
downward impact of low interests on banks’ 
profits, which will mean less scope for capital in-
creases. 

along with FinanCial risks, regulatory risks are 
also developing 
Recent changes in the regulatory regime may 
also have an effect on financial stability. This 
concerns different types of risk that may affect 
the financial sector in various ways. The first risk 
is that of inappropriate interventions which af-
fect the pricing of financial products and may 
exacerbate the negative effects of low interests 
on financial institutions. The principal examples 
of such interventions are regulations of fees, in-
cluding the recently implemented change in the 
regulation of prepayment fees. A second risk is 
a lack of sufficient regard to the particularities, 
and differences between, the banking sectors of 
different countries. The key issue here is, in the 
context of the banking union, the harmonisation 
of bank regulation adopted in March 2016 and 
coming into effect from 1 October 2016, as it has 
the potential to substantially increase liquidity 
risk and the risk of an increase in banks’ matu-
rity mismatches between assets and liabilities 
as well as their reliance on support from parent 
groups. A third risk is heightened uncertainty 
about the potential impact of adopted meas-
ures on the Slovak financial sector. This applies 
mainly to the minimum requirement for own 
funds and eligible liabilities (MREL) – part of the 
EU’s bank resolution framework – as a decision 
on the level of the MREL is still awaited. Slovak 
banks could also be significantly affected by the 
tightening of regulatory rules on government 
bonds, which constitute a major proportion of 
the sector’s balance sheet. 
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table 1 overview of the most significant risks to the stability of the slovak financial sector

Area
Risk Risk-amplifying factors Risk-mitigating factors NBS regulatory measures and 

recommendations

Ri
sk

s a
ris

in
g 

fro
m

 th
e 

ex
te

rn
al

 e
nv

iro
nm

en
t

Macroeconomic 
developments 
in the domestic 
economy and 
the euro area

Increase in credit risk 
costs in the event of 
adverse macroeconomic 
developments

Slowing growth and risks 
of further developments in 
emerging market economies, 
especially China

Relatively high solvency in 
the banking and insurance 
sectors
Low oil prices
The downward impact of 
low interest rates on loan 
repayments
Falling credit risk costs in 
both the retail and NFC 
sector during 2015 and in 
early 2016

The capital conservation buffer was 
implemented in full from 1 October 
2014
For systemically important banks, 
additional capital requirements will be 
phased in between 2016 and 2018
A non-zero countercyclical capital 
buffer rate may be applied in response 
to growth in both retail and corporate 
loans 

Higher sensitivity of banks to 
a property market downturn 
in the event of a worsening 
economic situation 

Rising property prices in all 
regions
Accelerating sales in both the 
primary market and the market 
for existing flats, and an increasing 
share of unfinished flats in total 
sales
Certain specific structural aspects 
of the Slovak property market 
– extremely high property-
price volatility, low liquidity, the 
banking sector‘s relatively high 
concentration in this market, and 
the relatively high LTV ratios for 
new loans (increasing mainly for 
loans provided at the 90% level)

Drop in new housing 
loans with an LTV ratio of 
more than 90% following 
implementation of the 
NBS recommendation 

Recommendation A (under NBS 
Recommendation No 1/2014 of 
7 October 2014), effective from 
1 November 2014 and due to be 
recalibrated and enacted in law in 
2016 

Low interest 
rates and 
impact of 
monetary policy 
accommodation

Negative impact on the 
business model of banks 
and insurers; increase in 
risk exposure of pension 
fund portfolios; decrease in 
interest rates (including long-
term rates) with a gradual 
downward impact on profits 
over the long-term horizon

Banks: gradually diminishing 
potential for further household 
lending growth (owing to rapidly 
rising indebtedness) and falling 
interest margins; in the case of 
retail housing loans, the potential 
further amplification of this trend 
due to a significant reduction in 
the maximum reimbursement of 
costs for early repayment
Insurers: further widening of the 
gap between returns on assets 
covering technical provisions 
and the technical interest rate; 
one of the EU’s highest levels of 
guaranteed returns under life 
insurance contracts

Impact on insurers 
moderated significantly by 
the fact that asset holdings 
far exceed technical 
provisions, as well as by 
the spread of income 
sources across insurance 
lines and products 
Boost to banks‘ profits 
from the gradual pick-up 
in lending to the NFC 
sector, and expectations 
that consumer loans 
will make an increasing 
contribution to profits

The Solvency II regime for the 
insurance sector has been in force 
since 1 January 2016 and should 
lead to a significant increase in the 
risk capital requirement, but not to 
a marked drop in the solvency margin. 
Insurers whose solvency ratio turns out 
to be low should, however, reconsider 
dividend payments and should 
strengthen their solvency

Formation of price bubbles 
in riskier assets; increasing 
potential impact on financial 
markets in the event that 
central banks unwind their 
operations 

Combination of declines in short- 
and long-term interest rates and 
in risk premia increasing risk of 
a sudden and simultaneous fall in 
prices of riskier assets (manifested 
in 2015 and early 2016 in financial 
market turbulence)
Risk further exacerbated by falling 
liquidity in financial markets

Relatively low exposure 
of domestic financial 
institutions to emerging 
market economies where 
impact could be most 
pronounced; nevertheless, 
increases observed in 
portfolio durations and in 
the share of riskier assets 
in investment funds and 
pension funds 
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table 1 overview of the most significant risks to the stability of the slovak financial sector (continued)

Area
Risk Risk-amplifying factors Risk-mitigating factors NBS regulatory measures and 

recommendations

Ri
sk

s a
ris

in
g 

fro
m

 th
e 

ex
te

rn
al

 e
nv

iro
nm

en
t

Regulatory 
environment

Potential easing of regulatory 
rules for bank subsidiaries of 
foreign banks in the area of 
liquidity and large exposures 
under the banking union

Potential of the abolition of intra-
group limits for banking groups 
and the centralisation of liquidity 
management in such groups to 
exacerbate the adverse effects 
of any sudden deterioration in 
the group‘s financial position or 
sudden liquidity shortfall 

Risk arising from the 
implementation of the 
minimum requirement 
for own funds and eligible 
liabilities (MREL)

Continuing uncertainty 
about how the MREL is to be 
determined and concerns about 
insufficient attuning to the 
specificities of banking sectors 
funded primarily by customer 
deposits

Sufficiency of CET1 capital

Uncertainty about the impact 
of a draft amendment to 
the regulatory rules on 
government bond holdings 
of banks and insurers 

High share of Slovak government 
bonds in the asset portfolios of 
banks and insurers 

Ri
sk

s a
ris

in
g 

fro
m

 th
e 

do
m

es
tic

 fi
na

nc
ia

l m
ar

ke
t

Household 
indebtedness 

The household sector 
potentially becoming 
weakened by its increasing 
indebtedness, consequently 
heightening the banking 
sector‘s sensitivity to 
a potential deterioration in 
the macroeconomic situation

Increasing concentration of 
debt among certain types of 
household, mainly owing to 
the trend of households taking 
on additional debt through 
refinancing

The implementation of 
NBS recommendations 
has led to tightening of 
banks‘ credit standards, 
including for refinancing 
that involves increasing 
the principal

Recommendation F (under NBS 
Recommendation No 1/2014 of 7 
October 2014), effective from 1 March 
2015 and due to be enacted in law in 
2016

Household debt-to-income ratio 
rising faster in Slovakia than in any 
other EU country

Labour market recovery, 
real wage growth and 
increasing household 
consumption 

Recommendations B and E (under 
NBS Recommendation No 1/2014 
of 7 October 2014), effective from 1 
March 2015 and due to be recalibrated 
and enacted in law in 2016 
A non-zero countercyclical capital 
buffer rate may be applied in response 
to growth in both retail and corporate 
loans

Low interest rates giving rise to 
overly optimistic assessments of 
households‘ repayment ability

Fixation of interest rates for 
longer periods to mitigate 
the potential adverse 
impact of future interest 
rate hikes on lenders 

Recommendation C (under NBS 
Recommendation No 1/2014 of 7 
October 2014), effective from 1  March 
2015 and due to be expanded and 
enacted in law in 2016 

Liquidity

Maturity mismatch between 
assets and liabilities 

Widening mismatch between 
assets and liabilities and a slight 
decline in liquidity buffers 
Potential of ongoing 
harmonisation of regulatory rules 
under the banking union to result 
in significant easing of regulatory 
rules concerning liquidity and in 
a marked drop in liquid assets in 
the domestic banking sector

Adherence to minimal 
regulatory limit for liquid 
assets; sound funding 
structure

Amendment of the liquid asset 
ratio from 1 December 2014. These 
requirements for the ratio of liquid 
assets to net outflows are stricter than 
the rules adopted at the European level
The ratio also takes into account the 
potential spread of risk to investment 
funds 
A discussion is taking place about the 
comprehensive revision of national 
laws in the area of mortgage bonds, 
with the aim of making them more 
effective as a source of long-term 
funding for banks
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table 1 overview of the most significant risks to the stability of the slovak financial sector (continued)

Area
Risk Risk-amplifying factors Risk-mitigating factors NBS regulatory measures and 

recommendations

Ri
sk

s a
ris

in
g 

fro
m

 th
e 

do
m

es
tic

 fi
na

nc
ia

l m
ar

ke
t 

Concentration, 
financial market 
interlinkages, 
and contagion

Relatively high concentration 
in (part of) the portfolio, or 
higher intra-group exposure, 
in certain institutions or 
funds

Relatively high degree of 
economic links between domestic 
firms in the Slovak economy, with 
the largest firms possibly posing 
a risk to the solvency of certain 
banks

Banks should take a prudential 
approach to assessing economic 
links between customers and to the 
management of concentration risk 
in both their lending and deposit 
business. Given the systemic 
importance of the five largest banks, 
they are required to meet additional 
capital requirements being phased in 
from 2016 to 2018.

Negative consequences of 
rationalisation measures 
or strategic decisions 
implemented in domestic 
financial institutions by 
parent undertakings, and 
contagion risk

Weakened financial position of 
several parent institutions of 
Slovak banks, owing partly to 
geopolitical risks
Direct negative impact on banks 
in Slovakia owing to capital and 
credit linkages between parent 
institutions and subsidiaries 
Potential of ongoing 
harmonisation of regulatory 
rules under the banking union 
to markedly increase the 
dependence of domestic banks 
on their parent institutions

Efficiency ratios of 
domestic banks (especially 
large ones) still better than 
the EU average

In the case of certain medium-sized 
and smaller banks which report the 
highest risk of intra-group contagion 
and which were permitted a more 
moderate large exposure limit, this 
limit is being gradually tightened.

Market practices 
of financial 
institutions

Potential strategic risk from 
increasing linkages between 
financial undertakings and 
financial intermediaries

Pressure on banks to ease credit 
standards beyond prudential 
limits

Recommendation G (under NBS 
Recommendation No 1/2014 of 7 
October 2014), effective from 1 March 
2015 and due to be enacted in law in 
2016

Risks arising from intensive 
price competition in the 
motor insurance market

Although there is still a risk that 
the level of premiums in motor 
insurance will not be sufficient to 
cover all legitimate expenses, the 
situation in this area stabilised in 
the first half of 2015

Price competition in motor insurance 
should not impinge on the due 
payment of legitimate insurance 
claims

Potential imbalances 
resulting from asymmetric 
relationship between 
financial entities and their 
customers 

NBS assumed responsibility for the 
supervision of non-bank lenders in 
2015 and at the same time significantly 
increased its supervisory authority 
in the area of financial consumer 
protection 

Source: NBS.
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table 2 impact of risks related to the persisting environment of low interest rates 

 
Actual risk materialisation vis-

à-vis portfolio parameters 
(returns and risk exposure)

Actual risk materialisation vis-à-
vis profitability

Significance of overall 
impact in long term

Factors that may contribute the 
most to exacerbating the risk 

impact

Banks

OBMEDZENÝ PRÍSTUP 

7/54 
 

Tabu ka 2 Vplyv rizika negatívneho vplyvu prostredia pretrvávajúcich nízkych úrokových sadzieb  

Pokles výnosovosti úverov Od roku 2015 sa za al pokles Ve mi významný dopad 1. Zvýraznenie poklesu
podnikom, retailu a dlhopisov, pri 
retaili a dlhopisoch sa však 
o akáva ešte alší pomerne 
významný pokles

úrokových príjmov v sektore 
retailu, ktoré boli doteraz hlavným 
faktorom rastu ziskovosti. Tento 
trend sa ešte zvýrazní v 
nasledujúcich rokoch. Navyše sa 
o akáva zastavenie poklesu 
nákladov na zdroje financovania 
sa a kreditné riziko, ktoré už sú na 
ve mi nízkych úrovniach.

V dlhodobejšom horizonte môže 
pokles úrokových príjmov v 
sektore domácností, ktorý tvorí 
významnú as  ziskovosti, 
významne zníži  tvorbu zisku.

2. 

úrokových sadzieb na retailových 
úverov v dôsledku zníženia limitu 
pre maximálny poplatok za 
pred asné splatenie
Regulatórne riziká
- regulácia týkajúca sa poplatkov 
- regulácia týkajúca sa nákladov 
na odvody a príspevky bánk

Zatia  len iato ný pokles Hoci výnosnos  aktív Stredne významný dopad 1. Zníženie miery solventnosti
výnosnosti dlhopisového portfólia. 
V dlhodobom horizonte sa 
o akáva alší významný pokles 
výnosovosti, ktorý však bude 
iasto ne zmiernený poklesom 

garantovaného výnosu.

poklesla, pois ovne stále dosahujú 
dostato ný objem výnosu, ktorý 
pokryje náklady na zvýšenie 
rezerv z dôvodu ich 
garantovaných výnosov. Nízke 
úrokové sadzby sa preto na 
ziskovosti pois ovní zatia  
výraznejšie neprejavili.

Hoci v dlhodobom horizonte sa 
o akáva pomerne výrazný pokles 
výnosnosti aktív, tento pokles je v 
sú asnosti zmiernený najmä 
diverzifikáciou zdrojov ziskovosti z 
h adiska poistných odvetví a 
vysokou mierou pokrytia 
technických rezerv aktívami 
súvisiacou s aktuálne vysokou 
mierou solventnosti.

2.

3.

4.

Prípadné výrazné zníženie 
ziskovosti ostatných poistných 
odvetví
Nízke garantované výnosy môžu 
vies  poklesu záujmu o sporiace 
produkty, v dôsledku oho nebude 
technická úroková miera výrazne 
klesa
Trhové oce ovanie záväzkov vo 
fáze II IFRS 4 môže vies  v 
prostredí nízkych úrokových 
sadzieb k nárastu hodnoty 
záväzkov a nižšiemu zisku

V dôsledku snahy o udržanie V roku 2015 sa už prejavila Ve mi významný dopad
výnosovosti aktív výrazne vzrástla 
rizikovos  portfólií

vyššia citlivos  fondov na vývoj na 
finan ných trhoch poklesom ich 
výnosnosti.

Už v najbližších rokoch sa môže v 
porovnaní s minulos ou 
výraznejšie prejavi  zvýšená 
citlivos  hodnoty dôchodkových 
jednotiek na prípadný negatívny 
vývoj na finan ných trhoch.

Najvýznamnejšie faktory, ktoré môžu 
prispie  k preh beniu dopadu rizika

Miera doterajšej materializácie rizika z h adiska 
parametrov portfólia

(výnosovos  a rizikovos )

Miera doterajšej materializácie rizika z h adiska 
ziskovosti

Význam celkového dopadu v 
dlhodobom horizonte

Dôchodkové 
fondy

Pois ovne

Banky

 
Zdroj: NBS. 
Poznámky: V prípade bánk a pois ovní je uvedený dopad na inštitúcie, v prípade dôchodkových fondov ide predovšetkým o dopad 
na sporite ov. 
Grafické ukazovatele zobrazujú as  o akávaného dopadu rizika vyplývajúceho z prostredia nízkych úrokových sadzieb, ktorá sa 
už materializovala, relatívne vo i asti, ktorej materializácia sa ešte len o akáva v budúcnosti. Ide o zobrazenie kvalitatívnej 
informácie založenej na expertnom posúdení výsledkov detailnej analýzy.  

 

Decline in returns on 
corporate 
loans, retail loans and 
bonds, with returns 
on retail loans and 
bonds expected 
to drop quite 
significantly further.
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Tabu ka 2 Vplyv rizika negatívneho vplyvu prostredia pretrvávajúcich nízkych úrokových sadzieb  

Pokles výnosovosti úverov Od roku 2015 sa za al pokles Ve mi významný dopad 1. Zvýraznenie poklesu
podnikom, retailu a dlhopisov, pri 
retaili a dlhopisoch sa však 
o akáva ešte alší pomerne 
významný pokles

úrokových príjmov v sektore 
retailu, ktoré boli doteraz hlavným 
faktorom rastu ziskovosti. Tento 
trend sa ešte zvýrazní v 
nasledujúcich rokoch. Navyše sa 
o akáva zastavenie poklesu 
nákladov na zdroje financovania 
sa a kreditné riziko, ktoré už sú na 
ve mi nízkych úrovniach.

V dlhodobejšom horizonte môže 
pokles úrokových príjmov v 
sektore domácností, ktorý tvorí 
významnú as  ziskovosti, 
významne zníži  tvorbu zisku.

2. 

úrokových sadzieb na retailových 
úverov v dôsledku zníženia limitu 
pre maximálny poplatok za 
pred asné splatenie
Regulatórne riziká
- regulácia týkajúca sa poplatkov 
- regulácia týkajúca sa nákladov 
na odvody a príspevky bánk

Zatia  len iato ný pokles Hoci výnosnos  aktív Stredne významný dopad 1. Zníženie miery solventnosti
výnosnosti dlhopisového portfólia. 
V dlhodobom horizonte sa 
o akáva alší významný pokles 
výnosovosti, ktorý však bude 
iasto ne zmiernený poklesom 

garantovaného výnosu.

poklesla, pois ovne stále dosahujú 
dostato ný objem výnosu, ktorý 
pokryje náklady na zvýšenie 
rezerv z dôvodu ich 
garantovaných výnosov. Nízke 
úrokové sadzby sa preto na 
ziskovosti pois ovní zatia  
výraznejšie neprejavili.

Hoci v dlhodobom horizonte sa 
o akáva pomerne výrazný pokles 
výnosnosti aktív, tento pokles je v 
sú asnosti zmiernený najmä 
diverzifikáciou zdrojov ziskovosti z 
h adiska poistných odvetví a 
vysokou mierou pokrytia 
technických rezerv aktívami 
súvisiacou s aktuálne vysokou 
mierou solventnosti.

2.

3.

4.

Prípadné výrazné zníženie 
ziskovosti ostatných poistných 
odvetví
Nízke garantované výnosy môžu 
vies  poklesu záujmu o sporiace 
produkty, v dôsledku oho nebude 
technická úroková miera výrazne 
klesa
Trhové oce ovanie záväzkov vo 
fáze II IFRS 4 môže vies  v 
prostredí nízkych úrokových 
sadzieb k nárastu hodnoty 
záväzkov a nižšiemu zisku

V dôsledku snahy o udržanie V roku 2015 sa už prejavila Ve mi významný dopad
výnosovosti aktív výrazne vzrástla 
rizikovos  portfólií

vyššia citlivos  fondov na vývoj na 
finan ných trhoch poklesom ich 
výnosnosti.

Už v najbližších rokoch sa môže v 
porovnaní s minulos ou 
výraznejšie prejavi  zvýšená 
citlivos  hodnoty dôchodkových 
jednotiek na prípadný negatívny 
vývoj na finan ných trhoch.

Najvýznamnejšie faktory, ktoré môžu 
prispie  k preh beniu dopadu rizika

Miera doterajšej materializácie rizika z h adiska 
parametrov portfólia

(výnosovos  a rizikovos )

Miera doterajšej materializácie rizika z h adiska 
ziskovosti

Význam celkového dopadu v 
dlhodobom horizonte

Dôchodkové 
fondy

Pois ovne

Banky

 
Zdroj: NBS. 
Poznámky: V prípade bánk a pois ovní je uvedený dopad na inštitúcie, v prípade dôchodkových fondov ide predovšetkým o dopad 
na sporite ov. 
Grafické ukazovatele zobrazujú as  o akávaného dopadu rizika vyplývajúceho z prostredia nízkych úrokových sadzieb, ktorá sa 
už materializovala, relatívne vo i asti, ktorej materializácia sa ešte len o akáva v budúcnosti. Ide o zobrazenie kvalitatívnej 
informácie založenej na expertnom posúdení výsledkov detailnej analýzy.  

 

Interest income from 
retail loans – the 
main component of 
profitability – has been 
falling since 2015. This 
trend will become even 
more pronounced 
in coming years. 
Furthermore, costs 
related to financing 
and credit risk are at 
very low levels and 
their downward trend is 
expected to end. 

 major impact
Interest income from 
the household sector 
accounts for the largest 
part of banks' profits 
and its decline may 
significantly reduce 
profitability over the 
long-term horizon.

1.
 
 
 
 
2. 

A more marked reduction 
in retail lending rates in 
response to lowering of the 
maximum loan prepayment 
fee.
Regulatory risk
– regulations concerning 

fees; 
– regulations concerning 

banks' levy and 
contribution costs

Insurers
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Tabu ka 2 Vplyv rizika negatívneho vplyvu prostredia pretrvávajúcich nízkych úrokových sadzieb  

Pokles výnosovosti úverov Od roku 2015 sa za al pokles Ve mi významný dopad 1. Zvýraznenie poklesu
podnikom, retailu a dlhopisov, pri 
retaili a dlhopisoch sa však 
o akáva ešte alší pomerne 
významný pokles

úrokových príjmov v sektore 
retailu, ktoré boli doteraz hlavným 
faktorom rastu ziskovosti. Tento 
trend sa ešte zvýrazní v 
nasledujúcich rokoch. Navyše sa 
o akáva zastavenie poklesu 
nákladov na zdroje financovania 
sa a kreditné riziko, ktoré už sú na 
ve mi nízkych úrovniach.

V dlhodobejšom horizonte môže 
pokles úrokových príjmov v 
sektore domácností, ktorý tvorí 
významnú as  ziskovosti, 
významne zníži  tvorbu zisku.

2. 

úrokových sadzieb na retailových 
úverov v dôsledku zníženia limitu 
pre maximálny poplatok za 
pred asné splatenie
Regulatórne riziká
- regulácia týkajúca sa poplatkov 
- regulácia týkajúca sa nákladov 
na odvody a príspevky bánk

Zatia  len iato ný pokles Hoci výnosnos  aktív Stredne významný dopad 1. Zníženie miery solventnosti
výnosnosti dlhopisového portfólia. 
V dlhodobom horizonte sa 
o akáva alší významný pokles 
výnosovosti, ktorý však bude 
iasto ne zmiernený poklesom 

garantovaného výnosu.

poklesla, pois ovne stále dosahujú 
dostato ný objem výnosu, ktorý 
pokryje náklady na zvýšenie 
rezerv z dôvodu ich 
garantovaných výnosov. Nízke 
úrokové sadzby sa preto na 
ziskovosti pois ovní zatia  
výraznejšie neprejavili.

Hoci v dlhodobom horizonte sa 
o akáva pomerne výrazný pokles 
výnosnosti aktív, tento pokles je v 
sú asnosti zmiernený najmä 
diverzifikáciou zdrojov ziskovosti z 
h adiska poistných odvetví a 
vysokou mierou pokrytia 
technických rezerv aktívami 
súvisiacou s aktuálne vysokou 
mierou solventnosti.

2.

3.

4.

Prípadné výrazné zníženie 
ziskovosti ostatných poistných 
odvetví
Nízke garantované výnosy môžu 
vies  poklesu záujmu o sporiace 
produkty, v dôsledku oho nebude 
technická úroková miera výrazne 
klesa
Trhové oce ovanie záväzkov vo 
fáze II IFRS 4 môže vies  v 
prostredí nízkych úrokových 
sadzieb k nárastu hodnoty 
záväzkov a nižšiemu zisku

V dôsledku snahy o udržanie V roku 2015 sa už prejavila Ve mi významný dopad
výnosovosti aktív výrazne vzrástla 
rizikovos  portfólií

vyššia citlivos  fondov na vývoj na 
finan ných trhoch poklesom ich 
výnosnosti.

Už v najbližších rokoch sa môže v 
porovnaní s minulos ou 
výraznejšie prejavi  zvýšená 
citlivos  hodnoty dôchodkových 
jednotiek na prípadný negatívny 
vývoj na finan ných trhoch.

Najvýznamnejšie faktory, ktoré môžu 
prispie  k preh beniu dopadu rizika

Miera doterajšej materializácie rizika z h adiska 
parametrov portfólia

(výnosovos  a rizikovos )

Miera doterajšej materializácie rizika z h adiska 
ziskovosti

Význam celkového dopadu v 
dlhodobom horizonte

Dôchodkové 
fondy

Pois ovne

Banky

 
Zdroj: NBS. 
Poznámky: V prípade bánk a pois ovní je uvedený dopad na inštitúcie, v prípade dôchodkových fondov ide predovšetkým o dopad 
na sporite ov. 
Grafické ukazovatele zobrazujú as  o akávaného dopadu rizika vyplývajúceho z prostredia nízkych úrokových sadzieb, ktorá sa 
už materializovala, relatívne vo i asti, ktorej materializácia sa ešte len o akáva v budúcnosti. Ide o zobrazenie kvalitatívnej 
informácie založenej na expertnom posúdení výsledkov detailnej analýzy.  

 

So far only 
a moderate drop in  
returns on the bond 
portfolio. Significant 
decline in returns 
expected over the 
long term, but that 
will be mitigated by 
a reduction in the 
returns guaranteed to 
policyholders.
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Tabu ka 2 Vplyv rizika negatívneho vplyvu prostredia pretrvávajúcich nízkych úrokových sadzieb  

Pokles výnosovosti úverov Od roku 2015 sa za al pokles Ve mi významný dopad 1. Zvýraznenie poklesu
podnikom, retailu a dlhopisov, pri 
retaili a dlhopisoch sa však 
o akáva ešte alší pomerne 
významný pokles

úrokových príjmov v sektore 
retailu, ktoré boli doteraz hlavným 
faktorom rastu ziskovosti. Tento 
trend sa ešte zvýrazní v 
nasledujúcich rokoch. Navyše sa 
o akáva zastavenie poklesu 
nákladov na zdroje financovania 
sa a kreditné riziko, ktoré už sú na 
ve mi nízkych úrovniach.

V dlhodobejšom horizonte môže 
pokles úrokových príjmov v 
sektore domácností, ktorý tvorí 
významnú as  ziskovosti, 
významne zníži  tvorbu zisku.

2. 

úrokových sadzieb na retailových 
úverov v dôsledku zníženia limitu 
pre maximálny poplatok za 
pred asné splatenie
Regulatórne riziká
- regulácia týkajúca sa poplatkov 
- regulácia týkajúca sa nákladov 
na odvody a príspevky bánk

Zatia  len iato ný pokles Hoci výnosnos  aktív Stredne významný dopad 1. Zníženie miery solventnosti
výnosnosti dlhopisového portfólia. 
V dlhodobom horizonte sa 
o akáva alší významný pokles 
výnosovosti, ktorý však bude 
iasto ne zmiernený poklesom 

garantovaného výnosu.

poklesla, pois ovne stále dosahujú 
dostato ný objem výnosu, ktorý 
pokryje náklady na zvýšenie 
rezerv z dôvodu ich 
garantovaných výnosov. Nízke 
úrokové sadzby sa preto na 
ziskovosti pois ovní zatia  
výraznejšie neprejavili.

Hoci v dlhodobom horizonte sa 
o akáva pomerne výrazný pokles 
výnosnosti aktív, tento pokles je v 
sú asnosti zmiernený najmä 
diverzifikáciou zdrojov ziskovosti z 
h adiska poistných odvetví a 
vysokou mierou pokrytia 
technických rezerv aktívami 
súvisiacou s aktuálne vysokou 
mierou solventnosti.

2.

3.

4.

Prípadné výrazné zníženie 
ziskovosti ostatných poistných 
odvetví
Nízke garantované výnosy môžu 
vies  poklesu záujmu o sporiace 
produkty, v dôsledku oho nebude 
technická úroková miera výrazne 
klesa
Trhové oce ovanie záväzkov vo 
fáze II IFRS 4 môže vies  v 
prostredí nízkych úrokových 
sadzieb k nárastu hodnoty 
záväzkov a nižšiemu zisku

V dôsledku snahy o udržanie V roku 2015 sa už prejavila Ve mi významný dopad
výnosovosti aktív výrazne vzrástla 
rizikovos  portfólií

vyššia citlivos  fondov na vývoj na 
finan ných trhoch poklesom ich 
výnosnosti.

Už v najbližších rokoch sa môže v 
porovnaní s minulos ou 
výraznejšie prejavi  zvýšená 
citlivos  hodnoty dôchodkových 
jednotiek na prípadný negatívny 
vývoj na finan ných trhoch.

Najvýznamnejšie faktory, ktoré môžu 
prispie  k preh beniu dopadu rizika

Miera doterajšej materializácie rizika z h adiska 
parametrov portfólia

(výnosovos  a rizikovos )

Miera doterajšej materializácie rizika z h adiska 
ziskovosti

Význam celkového dopadu v 
dlhodobom horizonte

Dôchodkové 
fondy

Pois ovne

Banky

 
Zdroj: NBS. 
Poznámky: V prípade bánk a pois ovní je uvedený dopad na inštitúcie, v prípade dôchodkových fondov ide predovšetkým o dopad 
na sporite ov. 
Grafické ukazovatele zobrazujú as  o akávaného dopadu rizika vyplývajúceho z prostredia nízkych úrokových sadzieb, ktorá sa 
už materializovala, relatívne vo i asti, ktorej materializácia sa ešte len o akáva v budúcnosti. Ide o zobrazenie kvalitatívnej 
informácie založenej na expertnom posúdení výsledkov detailnej analýzy.  

 Despite falling returns on 
their assets, insurers still 
have sufficient revenue 
to cover increased 
costs of covering 
returns guaranteed to 
policyholders. Therefore 
low interest rates 
have not as yet had 
a significant impact on 
insurers' profits.

 medium impact
Although returns on 
assets are expected to 
fall quite sharply in the 
medium term, their 
decline has so far been 
mitigated, mainly by 
diversification of revenue 
sources across insurance 
lines and by the fact that 
insurers'  high solvency 
levels are allowing them 
to have strong asset 
coverage of technical 
provisions.

1. 
2. 
 
 
3. 
 
 
 

4.

Lowering of the solvency ratio. 
Any significant fall in 
the profitability of other 
insurance lines. 
Low guaranteed returns may 
dampen demand for saving 
products, and therefore the 
technical interest rate will 
not fall significantly. 
Fair valuation of liabilities 
under Stage II of IFRS 
4 may, in a low interest 
rate environment, lead to 
an increase in the value 
of liabilities and lower 
profitability. 

Pension 
funds
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Tabu ka 2 Vplyv rizika negatívneho vplyvu prostredia pretrvávajúcich nízkych úrokových sadzieb  

Pokles výnosovosti úverov Od roku 2015 sa za al pokles Ve mi významný dopad 1. Zvýraznenie poklesu
podnikom, retailu a dlhopisov, pri 
retaili a dlhopisoch sa však 
o akáva ešte alší pomerne 
významný pokles

úrokových príjmov v sektore 
retailu, ktoré boli doteraz hlavným 
faktorom rastu ziskovosti. Tento 
trend sa ešte zvýrazní v 
nasledujúcich rokoch. Navyše sa 
o akáva zastavenie poklesu 
nákladov na zdroje financovania 
sa a kreditné riziko, ktoré už sú na 
ve mi nízkych úrovniach.

V dlhodobejšom horizonte môže 
pokles úrokových príjmov v 
sektore domácností, ktorý tvorí 
významnú as  ziskovosti, 
významne zníži  tvorbu zisku.

2. 

úrokových sadzieb na retailových 
úverov v dôsledku zníženia limitu 
pre maximálny poplatok za 
pred asné splatenie
Regulatórne riziká
- regulácia týkajúca sa poplatkov 
- regulácia týkajúca sa nákladov 
na odvody a príspevky bánk

Zatia  len iato ný pokles Hoci výnosnos  aktív Stredne významný dopad 1. Zníženie miery solventnosti
výnosnosti dlhopisového portfólia. 
V dlhodobom horizonte sa 
o akáva alší významný pokles 
výnosovosti, ktorý však bude 
iasto ne zmiernený poklesom 

garantovaného výnosu.

poklesla, pois ovne stále dosahujú 
dostato ný objem výnosu, ktorý 
pokryje náklady na zvýšenie 
rezerv z dôvodu ich 
garantovaných výnosov. Nízke 
úrokové sadzby sa preto na 
ziskovosti pois ovní zatia  
výraznejšie neprejavili.

Hoci v dlhodobom horizonte sa 
o akáva pomerne výrazný pokles 
výnosnosti aktív, tento pokles je v 
sú asnosti zmiernený najmä 
diverzifikáciou zdrojov ziskovosti z 
h adiska poistných odvetví a 
vysokou mierou pokrytia 
technických rezerv aktívami 
súvisiacou s aktuálne vysokou 
mierou solventnosti.

2.

3.

4.

Prípadné výrazné zníženie 
ziskovosti ostatných poistných 
odvetví
Nízke garantované výnosy môžu 
vies  poklesu záujmu o sporiace 
produkty, v dôsledku oho nebude 
technická úroková miera výrazne 
klesa
Trhové oce ovanie záväzkov vo 
fáze II IFRS 4 môže vies  v 
prostredí nízkych úrokových 
sadzieb k nárastu hodnoty 
záväzkov a nižšiemu zisku

V dôsledku snahy o udržanie V roku 2015 sa už prejavila Ve mi významný dopad
výnosovosti aktív výrazne vzrástla 
rizikovos  portfólií

vyššia citlivos  fondov na vývoj na 
finan ných trhoch poklesom ich 
výnosnosti.

Už v najbližších rokoch sa môže v 
porovnaní s minulos ou 
výraznejšie prejavi  zvýšená 
citlivos  hodnoty dôchodkových 
jednotiek na prípadný negatívny 
vývoj na finan ných trhoch.

Najvýznamnejšie faktory, ktoré môžu 
prispie  k preh beniu dopadu rizika

Miera doterajšej materializácie rizika z h adiska 
parametrov portfólia

(výnosovos  a rizikovos )

Miera doterajšej materializácie rizika z h adiska 
ziskovosti

Význam celkového dopadu v 
dlhodobom horizonte

Dôchodkové 
fondy

Pois ovne

Banky

 
Zdroj: NBS. 
Poznámky: V prípade bánk a pois ovní je uvedený dopad na inštitúcie, v prípade dôchodkových fondov ide predovšetkým o dopad 
na sporite ov. 
Grafické ukazovatele zobrazujú as  o akávaného dopadu rizika vyplývajúceho z prostredia nízkych úrokových sadzieb, ktorá sa 
už materializovala, relatívne vo i asti, ktorej materializácia sa ešte len o akáva v budúcnosti. Ide o zobrazenie kvalitatívnej 
informácie založenej na expertnom posúdení výsledkov detailnej analýzy.  

Efforts to maintain 
asset return 
levels have 
significantly increased 
the risk exposure of 
fund portfolios. 
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Tabu ka 2 Vplyv rizika negatívneho vplyvu prostredia pretrvávajúcich nízkych úrokových sadzieb  

Pokles výnosovosti úverov Od roku 2015 sa za al pokles Ve mi významný dopad 1. Zvýraznenie poklesu
podnikom, retailu a dlhopisov, pri 
retaili a dlhopisoch sa však 
o akáva ešte alší pomerne 
významný pokles

úrokových príjmov v sektore 
retailu, ktoré boli doteraz hlavným 
faktorom rastu ziskovosti. Tento 
trend sa ešte zvýrazní v 
nasledujúcich rokoch. Navyše sa 
o akáva zastavenie poklesu 
nákladov na zdroje financovania 
sa a kreditné riziko, ktoré už sú na 
ve mi nízkych úrovniach.

V dlhodobejšom horizonte môže 
pokles úrokových príjmov v 
sektore domácností, ktorý tvorí 
významnú as  ziskovosti, 
významne zníži  tvorbu zisku.

2. 

úrokových sadzieb na retailových 
úverov v dôsledku zníženia limitu 
pre maximálny poplatok za 
pred asné splatenie
Regulatórne riziká
- regulácia týkajúca sa poplatkov 
- regulácia týkajúca sa nákladov 
na odvody a príspevky bánk

Zatia  len iato ný pokles Hoci výnosnos  aktív Stredne významný dopad 1. Zníženie miery solventnosti
výnosnosti dlhopisového portfólia. 
V dlhodobom horizonte sa 
o akáva alší významný pokles 
výnosovosti, ktorý však bude 
iasto ne zmiernený poklesom 

garantovaného výnosu.

poklesla, pois ovne stále dosahujú 
dostato ný objem výnosu, ktorý 
pokryje náklady na zvýšenie 
rezerv z dôvodu ich 
garantovaných výnosov. Nízke 
úrokové sadzby sa preto na 
ziskovosti pois ovní zatia  
výraznejšie neprejavili.

Hoci v dlhodobom horizonte sa 
o akáva pomerne výrazný pokles 
výnosnosti aktív, tento pokles je v 
sú asnosti zmiernený najmä 
diverzifikáciou zdrojov ziskovosti z 
h adiska poistných odvetví a 
vysokou mierou pokrytia 
technických rezerv aktívami 
súvisiacou s aktuálne vysokou 
mierou solventnosti.

2.

3.

4.

Prípadné výrazné zníženie 
ziskovosti ostatných poistných 
odvetví
Nízke garantované výnosy môžu 
vies  poklesu záujmu o sporiace 
produkty, v dôsledku oho nebude 
technická úroková miera výrazne 
klesa
Trhové oce ovanie záväzkov vo 
fáze II IFRS 4 môže vies  v 
prostredí nízkych úrokových 
sadzieb k nárastu hodnoty 
záväzkov a nižšiemu zisku

V dôsledku snahy o udržanie V roku 2015 sa už prejavila Ve mi významný dopad
výnosovosti aktív výrazne vzrástla 
rizikovos  portfólií

vyššia citlivos  fondov na vývoj na 
finan ných trhoch poklesom ich 
výnosnosti.

Už v najbližších rokoch sa môže v 
porovnaní s minulos ou 
výraznejšie prejavi  zvýšená 
citlivos  hodnoty dôchodkových 
jednotiek na prípadný negatívny 
vývoj na finan ných trhoch.

Najvýznamnejšie faktory, ktoré môžu 
prispie  k preh beniu dopadu rizika

Miera doterajšej materializácie rizika z h adiska 
parametrov portfólia

(výnosovos  a rizikovos )

Miera doterajšej materializácie rizika z h adiska 
ziskovosti

Význam celkového dopadu v 
dlhodobom horizonte

Dôchodkové 
fondy

Pois ovne

Banky

 
Zdroj: NBS. 
Poznámky: V prípade bánk a pois ovní je uvedený dopad na inštitúcie, v prípade dôchodkových fondov ide predovšetkým o dopad 
na sporite ov. 
Grafické ukazovatele zobrazujú as  o akávaného dopadu rizika vyplývajúceho z prostredia nízkych úrokových sadzieb, ktorá sa 
už materializovala, relatívne vo i asti, ktorej materializácia sa ešte len o akáva v budúcnosti. Ide o zobrazenie kvalitatívnej 
informácie založenej na expertnom posúdení výsledkov detailnej analýzy.  

 Funds' increased 
sensitivity to 
financial market 
developments was 
already apparent in 2015 
when their returns fell. 

 
major impact
The sensitivity of 
pension-point values 
to any financial market 
headwinds may be 
appreciably greater in 
coming years than in the 
past.

 
 
 
 

Source: NBS.
Notes: In the case of banks and insurers, the stated impact is on institutions, while in the case of pension funds the impact is mainly on the people enrolled in the pension 
schemes.
The blue section of the rectangular boxes denote that part of the estimated risk impact that has already materialised and is attributable to the low interest rate environment, while 
the other part represents the risk that is expected in the future. This represents qualitative information based on expert assessments of the results of in-depth studies. 
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Chart 1 Global equity index performance 
and selected volatility indicators 

Source: Macrobond.
Note: Normalised: 31 December 2014 = 100.
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1 external Conditions relevant For FinanCial 
stability 
inCreasing risks to FinanCial stability amid 
deClining global eConomiC perFormanCe and greater 
volatility in FinanCial markets

the financial stability implications of devel-
opments in the external environment during 
the period under review were predominantly 
negative. Global economic growth slowed in 
late 2015 and it is not expected to recover signifi-
cantly in the foreseeable future. Macroeconomic 
conditions deteriorated simultaneously in both 
advanced and emerging market economies. No 
less importantly, the risks associated with these 
trends also increased, thus increasing the likeli-
hood of shocks that could result in even more 
severe economic cooling and threats to the fi-
nancial system. 

the beginning of 2016 saw a renewed bout 
of severe turbulence in financial markets. 
It started in the same way as the previous tur-
moil in the summer of 2015, with a slump in 
Chinese stock markets and fears of a Chinese 
currency devaluation. The spillover effects from 
this development were amplified by the gener-

ally more pronounced sensitivity to economic, 
financial and political risks across the world and 
by diminishing confidence in the efficacy of au-
thorities’ policies. Falling prices were observed in 
a majority of riskier assets across the world. Fi-
nancial investors became more risk averse, while 
agents in the real economy responded to these 
events with gloomier assessments in business 
sentiment surveys. The oil price, too, slumped 
to multi-year lows. The uncertainty in financial 
markets began gradually to abate from March 
and many asset prices rebounded from their ear-
ly-year slump. The turnaround may have been 
catalysed by firming expectations of accommo-
dative monetary policy based on recent moves 
of central banks. After previous stress episodes, 
however, the foundations on which to rebuild 
confidence in financial markets are somewhat 
fragile, implying that even a minor initial impulse 
has the potential to trigger significant future 
shocks. A return of financial market turbulence 
would cause risk premia to rise, make funding 
more difficult and weaken confidence, thereby 
exacerbating the conditions that give rise to the 
negative spiral of falling economic growth, low 
inflation and increasing debt burdens. 

the still subdued nominal growth in the euro area 
is a sourCe oF several risks to FinanCial stability 
economic growth in the euro area is more 
stable than it was in previous years, but its 
upward trend nevertheless stalled again in 
the second half of 2015. Annual GDP growth 
remained flat at just above 1.5% and the quar-
ter-on-quarter rate of growth was even slowing 
down. Although the flash estimate suggests that 
growth accelerated again in the first quarter of 
2016, the durability of this trajectory remains to 
be seen. The downturn in most monthly lead-
ing indicators in past months is a sign of less 
optimistic outlooks for economic activity. Fur-
ther militating against a return to stronger eco-
nomic growth in the short term is the fact that 
the upward impact on household consumption 
and exports of falling oil prices and effective 
exchange rate depreciation will be gradually 
fading. 
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Chart 3 Key monetary policy rates of selected 
central banks and European government 
bond yields (percentages)

Source: Macrobond.

Chart 2 Price development indicators for 
the euro area (percentages)

Source: Eurostat.
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consumer price inflation in the euro area 
continued to oscillate around zero in early 
2016, and therefore included periods when it 
was slightly negative. Assuming there are no 
new shocks, the inflation rate is expected to 
edge up during 2016 owing to the base effect 
of energy prices. Given, however, that economic 
growth is low and that the unemployment rate is 
therefore falling only slowly, inflation pressures 
remain muted and core inflation has for a long 
time been below one per cent. Inflation expecta-
tions, too, are lower than they were in the pre-
crisis period. The prolongation of disinflationary 
conditions would, however, be undesirable in 
regard to both the stimulation of demand and to 
the necessity of repairing public finances in cer-
tain euro area countries and corporate balance 
sheets.

in response to these trends, the european 
central bank (ecb) decided to augment its 
monetary stimulus with the aim of meeting 
its inflation target in the medium-term horizon. 
Firstly, in December 2015, the ECB reduced its 
deposit facility rate by ten basis points and ex-
tended its asset purchase programme (APP) by 
six months. Then in March 2016 came a further 
set of measures: the interest rates on main refi-
nancing operations and on the deposit facility 
were lowered to 0.0% and -0.4% respectively; 

monthly purchases under the APP were expand-
ed by 25%, to €80 billion; and the list of assets 
eligible for purchase was expanded in relation to 
the new corporate sector purchase programme. 
In addition, a new series of four targeted long-
er-term refinancing operations (TLTRO II) was 
launched. These operations will allow banks 
to borrow from their central bank at a maturity 
of four years. The interest rate on TLTRO II op-
erations will be lower for those banks that lend 
a specified minimum of the borrowed funds to 
the real economy, and can be as low as the de-
posit facility rate prevailing at the time of take-
up (which at the time of publication was -0.4%). 
The effectiveness of these measures will, how-
ever, depend largely on the ability of the bank-
ing sector to provide sufficient loans and, just as 
importantly, on the demand for financing from 
the real economy. 

asset price bubbles remain a long-run risk in 
an environment of low interest rates. The fact 
that asset prices fell last year reduced the likeli-
hood that they are now overvalued vis-à-vis eco-
nomic fundamentals. Nevertheless, the current 
context of a low interest rate environment and 
other non-standard measures adopted by cen-
tral banks is conducive to an increase in demand 
for risker assets and the potential emergence of 
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price bubbles. Given developments in the recent 
period, it may be expected that interest rates 
in advanced economies will remain low for the 
foreseeable future.

As well as in the euro area, monetary policy was 
eased in other European countries and in Japan 
during the period under review. Key rates of sev-
eral central banks are negative, and therefore 
a still expanding share of safe-haven sovereign 
debt is trading at negative yields to maturity. 
If their risk appetite continues to pick up as it 
has done in the past two months, investors will 
clearly, sooner or later, search for higher yields in 
spectrum of riskier assets. 

in the current conditions of low interest rates, 
pressure may build on the profitability of 
those banks, especially in the euro area, that 
follow a traditional business model. Given 
that interest income from assets is falling and 
that banks are unable to reduce their funding 
costs while interest rates are around zero, inter-
est margins are being compressed. The overall 
profits of banks are also being squeezed, particu-
larly in those countries where the banking sector 
follows a more traditional business model with 
a strong dependence on interest income. The 
negative impact of low interest rates on the prof-
itability of European banks is further indicated 
by the share prices of these institutions, as they 
underperform vis-à-vis headline equity indices. 
To offset the fall in interest margins, banks would 
need to rapidly increase the growth rate of their 
new lending. Although the amount of loans pro-
vided by euro area banks has been rising, in year-
on-year terms, for some time, the growth rate is 
no more than moderate and, according to the 
Bank Lending Survey, demand for loans is not 
expected to pick up any time soon. 

in the context of their weak profitability, eu-
ropean banks still face a serious difficulty in 
the large volume of non-performing expo-
sures (npes) in their balance sheets, which is 
a legacy of the financial crisis. Although the NPE 
ratio is being reduced, the pace of its reduction is 
very slow. In the banking sectors of six euro area 
countries, the NPE ratio still exceeds 15%. A posi-
tive step in this regard is a recently announced 
initiative in Italy (where most attention on the 
NPE issue is focused) to clean up banks’ balance 
sheets. 

alongside the purely economic risks to finan-
cial stability, are a series of political risks that 
may also dent it. The most acute of these risks 
include the migrant crisis and the possibility of 
the United Kingdom voting to leave the EU. The 
threat of terrorist acts in European countries is 
also becoming an increasingly serious risk. An-
other risk is the lack of agreement on the con-
tinuation of the Third Economic Adjustment 
Programme for Greece, which if not quickly 
resolved could see a return to situation seen in 
June 2015.

in the united states, slightly Falling eConomiC 
growth and external FaCtors Contributed to the 
slowing oF monetary poliCy normalisation

The economic situation in the United States is 
relatively stronger by international standards 
and especially when compared with other ad-
vanced economies. The post-crisis recovery cy-
cle is now at an advanced phase in the United 
States. The US central bank, the Federal Reserve 
System, therefore decided in December 2015 
that the time was right to increase the target 
range for the key federal funds rate to 0.25% to 
0.5%. At the same time, the Federal Reserve indi-
cated that it expected to raise the rate four times 
in 2016, by 25 basis points each time. In the light, 
however, of financial market volatility in Janu-
ary and February and of a series of somewhat 
negative reports on the economic situation, the 
pace of monetary policy normalisation in the 
United States is expected to slow in 2016 and 
recent statements by the central bank indicate 
as much. Indeed it is widely expected in financial 
markets that the Federal Reserve will not raise 
rates at all in 2016. On the other hand, US labour 
market conditions continue to improve and the 
point of maximum employment is close to being 
reached. An upward trend is also observable in 
the inflation rate. Such contrary trends are com-
plicating the Federal Reserve’s decision-making 
and creating uncertainty not only in the domes-
tic economy, but also, given the special position 
of the US dollar, in the external environment. In 
these circumstances, the course of US monetary 
policy is one of the principal risk factors for the 
global economy and financial stability. 

inCreasing risks relating to developments in 
emerging market eConomies 
although economic growth across emes had 
already been gradually cooling for some time, 
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sentiment towards emes deteriorated mark-
edly only in the second half of 2015. A great 
deal of attention is currently being directed to-
wards EMEs amid growing fears that they could 
be a source of shocks that spread to the rest of 
the world. Many EMEs have found themselves 
in a difficult situation owing mainly to the previ-
ous slump in prices of oil and other commodi-
ties. This not only reduced the nominal value 
of their exports, but, via secondary effects, had 
a downward impact on investment (particularly 
in natural resource extraction industries) and on 
domestic consumption. Several countries have 
seen an appreciable deterioration in the state 
of their public finances. A second major source 
of vulnerability in these economies is high in-
debtedness, especially in the corporate sector, 
which has built up over the past several years as 
a result of elevated inflows of cheap money from 
advanced economies. The average private sector 
debt-to-GDP ratio for EMEs has almost doubled 
since 2008 and now stands at around 130%. Fur-
thermore, credit parameters are deteriorating, 
since the proportion of indebted firms with fall-
ing profitability is rising. Therefore amid worsen-
ing economic outlooks and falling investor con-
fidence, EMEs have recently been experiencing 
capital flight. This in turn has led to less favour-
able financial conditions and, in some cases, to 
depreciation of domestic currencies. Currency 
devaluations are exacerbating the debt burdens 
of firms and governments that have frequently 
borrowed in foreign currencies. Moreover, sev-
eral EMEs are facing these headwinds while af-
flicted by structural problems such as excess 
production capacity in certain industries or the 
general unsustainability of their economic mod-
els. And although EMEs appear to be more resil-
ient now than during past crises, some of them 
are beginning to see less room to manoeuvre in 
terms of fiscal or monetary policy.

china epitomises many of the problems out-
lined above and, due to its size, is the source 
of the largest risks. In addition to having a di-
rectly adverse impact on global demand due to 
the slowdown of its economy, China has in the 
past year or so been a source or recurring shocks 
to world financial markets. The heightened sen-
sitivity to events in China reflects concerns about 
how the ongoing transformation of the country’s 

economy is turning out. The uncertainty has been 
further aggravated by the Chinese authorities 
due to the inscrutability of their currency policy 
decisions and their unconvincing response to 
panic in domestic stock markets. The weakening 
credit quality of corporate loan portfolios, as re-
flected in gradually increasing non-performing 
loan ratios, is also a major potential threat given 
firms’ worsening debt burdens and financial situ-
ation. China’s strong trade links with the rest of 
the world and its increasing integration into the 
global financial system are highly conducive to 
global spillover effects from any problems in the 
Chinese economy. 

On a more positive note, the latest indicators 
suggest that the situation in EMEs is stabilising 
and may even be starting to improve. Exporters 
of mineral commodities in particular are expect-
ed to benefit, as prices of oil and other commodi-
ties have now rebounded from previous lows. 
Capital outflow from EMEs has continued, but to 
a lesser extent than at the time of greatest uncer-
tainty. The pressure on their currencies has also 
eased, and EME exchange rates have strength-
ened against the dollar in recent months. One 
such currency has been the Chinese renminbi, 
and this favourable trend in conjunction with 
the Chinese central bank’s improved communi-
cation of its intentions has largely allayed fears 
of a targeted devaluation and consequently con-
tributed to the recent calming of financial mar-
kets. 

A series of government stimulus measures, in-
cluding increasing the flow of new loans, is ex-
pected to be reflected in a cyclical recovery in 
China in 2016. Improving dynamics have already 
been appearing in industrial production and 
in fixed capital investment (especially in infra-
structure and real estate). As demand picks up 
in China, it should provide a stimulus to many 
other EMEs linked to the country. Thus there are 
grounds for modest optimism in the short term, 
but the picture is rather unclear in the long term. 
This is because the stimulus deployed in China is 
to a large extent hindering efforts to rebalance 
the economy; it may even be contributing to 
the widening of imbalances and to the storing 
up of potentially more serious problems for the 
future. 
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Chart 4 Year-on-year GDP growth and its 
components (percentages)

Sources: SO SR and NBS.
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2 domestiC Conditions relevant For FinanCial 
stability 
stable eConomiC growth in seCond halF oF 2015 
the slovak economy grew at a stable rate of 
more than 3% in 2015. Economic growth there-
fore contributed to stability in Slovakia’s finan-
cial sector. Year-on-year GDP growth accelerated 
during the course of the year, touching four per 
cent in the last quarter and so reaching its high-
est level for five years. 

at the same time, changes were observed 
in the composition of gdp growth. The main 
driver of the growth was strengthening domes-
tic demand, supported by elevated absorption 
of EU funds and increasing household consump-
tion. Domestic demand therefore outweighed 
the negative contribution of foreign demand. 
The fastest-growing component of domestic 
demand was investment, which especially in the 
second half of the year increased its contribution 
to GDP growth. The acceleration in investment 
growth was based on the absorption of the re-
maining EU funds available under the EU’s 2007-
2013 programming period. Private investment 
had a positive impact on growth, too. The second 
half of the year saw an increase in household con-

sumption, which reflected growth in real wages 
and employment as well as relatively favourable 
economic sentiment. The government sector 
also contributed to economic growth in the sec-
ond half of the year, albeit to a lesser extent than 
the other components of domestic demand. This 
increase in government final consumption was 
largely accounted for by goods and services ex-
penditure related to EU funds absorption and by 
compensation per employee growth in the pub-
lic sector. 

the slovak economy is expected to continue 
growing in 2016, although more moderately 
than in the previous year. The slowdown in the 
growth rate is expected to be caused by stag-
nation in investment demand, stemming from 
a drop in EU-funded public expenditure. The fall 
in government investment should be mitigated 
to some extent by the initial stages in the estab-
lishment of a new car plant in Slovakia and by an 
increase in private investment. It is assumed that 
domestic consumption will increase, supported 
by the continuing upturn in the labour market 
and related rise in disposable income, as well as 
by administrative factors (including an increase 
in the minimum wage, a reduction in VAT on se-
lected foodstuffs, and rebates on household gas 
bills). Government consumption expenditure is 
expected to continue making a moderately posi-
tive contribution to economic growth. It is also 
envisaged that foreign demand for Slovak goods 
and services will pick up slightly and that net ex-
ports will consequently have a positive impact 
on growth. As for the impact of the projected 
macroeconomic developments on financial sta-
bility in 2016, it is expected to be favourable. 

labour market developments remain positive 
a corollary of strengthening economic growth 
has been improving trends in the labour mar-
ket. The number of people in employment in-
creased by two per cent in 2015, even exceeding 
pre-crisis growth rates. Rising employment was 
reflected in a drop in the registered unemploy-
ment rate, which by the year-end stood at 10.8% 
(with just under 300,000 people registered with 
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Chart 6 Year-on-year nominal sales growth 
by economic sectors in the third and fourth 
quarters of 2015 (percentages)

Sources: SO SR and NBS.

Chart 5 HICP inflation and its components 
(average annual percentage changes)

Sources: SO SR and NBS.
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labour offices). At the same time, according to 
the Labour Force Survey (LFS), the number of 
Slovak citizens working abroad increased in 
2015 by 10.5% (or 14,000 people). The average 
nominal wage in 2015 increased by 2.9%, which, 
at a time of negative inflation, translated into real 
average wage growth in the economy. Thus the 
improving labour market situation supported an 
increase in private consumption as well as in the 
savings ratio. Real labour productivity increased 
in 2015, although only by half as much as real 
wage growth. If labour productivity growth were 
to lag real wage growth for an extended period, 
the competitiveness of the Slovak economy 
could be adversely affected. Labour market con-
ditions are expected to remain positive in 2016, 
although employment growth should moderate. 
The current labour market situation is favourable 
from a macroprudential perspective, especially 
in regard to its impact on credit risk. On the other 
hand, demand for loans is picking up and, as a re-
sult, debt level in the private sector is increasing. 

priCes Fell For a seCond suCCessive year

the price level, as measured by the harmo-
nised index of consumer prices (hicp), fell 
further in 2015, by 0.3%, in comparison with 
its decrease in 2014 by -0.1%. The downward 
pressure on the price level came mainly from 
the energy and processed food components, 

which fell by 3.9% and 0.1% respectively. The 
annual inflation rate excluding energy and food 
was positive, at 0.5%. Based on current outlooks, 
the headline inflation rate is expected to remain 
negative in 2016, but to a lesser extent than 
in the previous year. With inflation remaining 
subdued in both Slovakia and the euro area as 
a whole, change in low interest rate policy is not 
expected in 2016. 

Corporate sales piCked up in the seCond halF oF 
2015
sales of non-financial corporations (nFcs) 
increased in a majority of sectors in the sec-
ond half of 2015, and their annual growth 
rate accelerated. The strongest, double-digit 
sales growth was observed in the construction 
and trade sectors, while somewhat lower sales 
growth was recorded in the IT and telecom-
munications sector and in industry. The sales 
growth in the IT and construction sectors was 
partly related to the absorption of EU funds. In 
the transportation and storage sector, sales fell 
in year-on-year terms. On the assumption that 
economic growth will be stable in the period 
ahead, NFC sales are expected to remain favour-
able in the near term. In those sectors, however, 
which benefited from last year’s elevated ab-
sorption of EU funds, sales growth is expected 
to be more moderate. 
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From the financial stability perspective, current 
and expected developments in the NFC sector 
are creating a favourable climate, especially be-
cause firms are better able to service loans and 
finance new investment. As a result, lending to 
the NFC sector is increasing. 

enduringly low interest rates are reducing 
pressure for public finance consolidation. 
Slovakia’s general government deficit in 2015 
was 2.97% of GDP, which was 0.3 percentage 
point higher the 2014 figure and overshot the 
budget target of 2.49% of GDP. The worse than 
expected fiscal performance was largely at-
tributable to non-tax income (dividends and 
income from emissions trading), to higher 
spending by central government, local authori-
ties and the health sector, and to financial cor-
rections to EU funds. General government debt 

in 2015 fell by 1 percentage point year-on-year, 
to 52.9%, owing to one-off revenues (income 
from privatisation and from a ‘reopening’ of the 
pension system’s second pillar). Due to the low 
interest rate environment, the cost of servicing 
the government debt decreased, but so did the 
pressure and incentive to consolidate public fi-
nances. 

the risks oF eConomiC developments to FinanCial 
stability

a downside risk to the current economic out-
look is that foreign demand growth will be 
lower than expected. A combination of slower 
growth in China, difficulties in other emerging 
market economies, and turbulence in China’s 
financial market may lead to a deterioration in 
sentiment and decline in global demand, with 
negative repercussions on the Slovak economy. 
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Chart 7 Banks' net profits and their changes 
by component (EUR millions)

Source: NBS.
Note: The Chart shows the cumulative net profits of banks in the 
individual quarters, for the previous four quarters, as well as the fac-
tors behind their quarter-on-quarter changes. 

Contribution to changes in net profits – other expenses
Contribution to changes in net profits – operating expenses
Contribution to changes in net profits – credit risk costs
Contribution to changes in net profits – net non-interest income
Contribution to changes in net profits – net interest income
Quarterly changes in net profit for the previous 12 months
Net profit for the previous 12 months (right-hand scale)
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the financial sector’s profitability is influenced 
largely by the low interest rate environment, 
though this influence varies considerably ac-
cording to the type of institution concerned. 
Banks have suffered a sharp decline in their yield 
on assets over the past few years. As a result, the 
growing trend in interest income came to a halt 
in 2014 and then turned into decline in 2015. 
This effect, however, was offset by an increase in 
bank lending and a decrease in credit risk costs. 
Insurance undertakings also reported a gradual 
decrease in their yield on assets, which were 
moderated somewhat by the diversification of 
insurance activities across insurance lines and 
products. 

the rising trend in the banking seCtor’s aggregate 
proFit has Come to a halt under the inFluenCe oF the 
low interest rate environment

the rate of growth in the banking sector’s 
aggregate profit slowed down at the end of 

2015 and during the first quarter of 2016. 
In December 2015, banks recorded a year-on-
year rise of 11.7% in their annual profits on an 
individual basis (5.9% on a consolidated basis), 
which dropped to 1.6% in March 2016 (Chart 7). 
Despite this slowdown, the rate of return on the 
Slovak banking sector’s total assets as at 30 Sep-
tember 2015 was the second highest in the euro 
area and the fifth highest in the European Union 
as a whole. 

From a long-term perspective, the profitabil-
ity of banks is likely to be affected negatively 
by the emerging downward trend in net in-
terest income. In the period from 2005 to 2014, 
net interest income was the main driver of profit 
growth in the banking sector. The volume of net 
interest income increased steadily in that period, 
except in 2012. Net interest income was also 
high in comparison with other countries. The ra-
tio of net interest income to total assets recorded 
in the Slovak banking sector in September 2015 
was the highest of any country in the euro area 
and the fourth highest of any country in the EU 
as a whole. As a result of the persisting low inter-
est rate environment, which caused a relatively 
sharp fall in interest rates on retail loans and in 
returns on securities portfolios, the volume of in-
terest income started to decrease gradually from 
the middle of 2015. Unlike in 2012, this decrease 
appears to mark a long-term trend, rather than 
a one-off decrease. The simulations of possible 
developments under the current trends in inter-
est rates imply that the rate of decrease in 2016 
and 2017 will be relatively slow, but it may accel-
erate in the following period. These simulations 
are described in detail in Chapter 3.4 ‘Risks in the 
financial sector’.

returns have also started to decline in the re-
tail sector, which was one of the main drivers 
of growth in bank profits in the previous peri-
od. As Chart 8 shows, the decrease in net interest 
margins in the household segment intensified in 
2015 and at the beginning of 2016. While the fall 
in lending rates in 2013 and 2014 was largely off-
set by a fall in deposit rates for households, the 
accelerating decline in lending rates from 2015 
was too great to be fully offset by deposit rate 
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Chart 9 Rate of return on new consumer loans 
by component (percentages per annum)

Source: NBS.
Notes: The interest rate applies to new consumer loans provided in 
the given month. 
The rate of charge is calculated as the difference between the APRC 
and the interest rate on new loans.
The credit risk cost ratio is estimated as 80% of the gross increase 
in non-performing loans (i.e. not reduced by write-offs, sell-offs and 
reclassification). 

Chart 8 Rate of return on loans provided to 
households (percentages)

Source: NBS.
Notes: The rate of return on loans is calculated for each month as 
the ratio of cumulative interest income earned during the previous 
12 months to the average volume of loans in this period. 
Net interest margin is calculated as the difference between the rate 
of return on retail loans and the cost ratio of household deposits. 
The rate of charge is calculated as the ratio of cumulative net 
charge income earned in the household segment during the pre-
vious 12 months to the average sum of loans and deposits in this 
segment for this period.
The most recent data are for 31 March 2016.
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reductions. From the middle of 2015, the rate 
of charge started to decrease in the household 
segment, too. This trend is expected to deepen 
still further in the period ahead as a result of 
a marked decrease in the maximum permissible 
charge for the early repayment of loans, which 
may lead to an increase in competition and a fall 
in interest rates in this market.

the significance of returns on consumer loans 
as a component of interest income is increas-
ing in the retail sector. The share of returns on 
consumer loans has increased gradually over the 
past three years, from 26% to 35%, mainly to the 
detriment of housing loans. The simulations of 
possible developments as described in Chapter 
3.4 ‘Risks in the financial sector’ indicate that this 
trend will continue at an accelerating pace. As 
Chart 9 shows, banks still have relatively wide in-
terest margins for new consumer loans despite 
the continuing decrease in the annual percent-
age rate of charge (APRC) for new consumer 
loans, accompanied by a moderate increase in 
credit risk costs. 

the profitability of banks has been positively 
influenced by a decrease in credit risk costs. 
Despite that decrease, the coverage of banks’ 
non-performing loans with provisions has in-
creased this year. The rise in the coverage ratio 
can be attributed to a smaller increase in non-
performing loans, especially in the retail housing 
loan segment. Regarding the financial results of 
banks on a consolidated basis, credit risk costs 
have a negative impact and are the main fac-
tor behind the diminishing difference between 
profits on a consolidated and individual basis 
(by as much as 50%). The profitability of banks 
is also adversely affected by an increase in their 
contributions to the Resolution Fund and to the 
Deposit Protection Fund.

the negative impaCt oF the low interest rate 
environment in the insuranCe seCtor is mitigated by 
the diversiFiCation oF insuranCe aCtivities.
despite a 20% decline in profits last year 
and the persisting low interest rate environ-
ment, the insurance sector’s profitability has 
remained adequate. The decline in profits in 
2015 was caused mainly by an increase in oper-
ating expenses, which was related to the imple-
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Chart 10 Composition of gross profits in the 
insurance sector (EUR millions)

Source: NBS.   
Notes: The individual lines of insurance are illustrated in different 
colours. A full rectangle illustrates the technical result achieved in 
the relevant line of business. A hatched rectangle illustrates the fi-
nancial result achieved in the relevant line of business.
Other operations include active reinsurance, financial results from 
assets which are not covering technical provisions, other financial 
income and expenses, as well as income and expenses related to 
other operations.
The Chart illustrates only insurance undertakings registered in Slo-
vakia as at 31 December 2015.
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mentation of Solvency II. The rates of return on 
assets and on equity have been relatively stable 
since 2008, fluctuating around 2% and 10% re-
spectively. In 2015, they remained virtually un-
changed. The stable level of profitability can be 
attributed to the diversification of the sources of 
profits across the individual lines of insurance in 
the general insurance firms that dominate the 
Slovak insurance sector.

insurance firms generate their profits in all 
classes of insurance, in particular in non-life 
insurance lines. With a share of roughly 40%, 
non-life insurance has been the principal source 
of profit in the last few years, despite its relative-
ly volatile volume ranging between €65 million 
and €90 million. The second most significant and 
relatively stable source of profit is ‘other income’, 
which contributes about €37 million to the an-
nual profit. The main components are returns on 
assets that are not covering technical provisions 
and other financial returns. They are followed by 
supplementary insurance and traditional life in-
surance (which includes pension insurance) with 

approximately the same contribution to profits 
(about €30 million per year). While the situation 
in supplementary insurance is relatively stable, 
profits in traditional life insurance are declining. 
The smallest contribution to profits, i.e. about 
10%, comes from unit-linked life insurance. It is 
a significant positive trend that the profitabil-
ity of unit-linked life insurance firms has been 
in positive territory since 2012. The low interest 
rate environment affects the profits of traditional 
life insurance firms in particular, which account 
for roughly 15-20% of the total profit. Hence the 
profitability of the insurance sector as a whole 
is affected to a lesser extent than in the case 
of purely life insurance firms. In addition, in life 
insurance, the profits are well diversified across 
the sector, i.e. between traditional life insurance, 
unit-linked life insurance and supplementary in-
surance.

the profitability of pension and investment 
fund management companies has been ad-
versely affected this year by a fall in returns 
on the funds they manage. In year-on-year 
terms, the average returns on funds have fallen 
in the sectors of pension fund management 
companies (PFMCs), supplementary pension 
management companies (SPMCs) and invest-
ment fund management companies. This fall 
in returns is one of the main factors behind the 
declining profits of management companies. 
PFMCs recorded the largest aggregate drop in 
net profit, 44% year-on-year. SPMCs also saw 
their profits fall, albeit not as sharply as in 2014. 
Investment fund management companies com-
pensated the fall in their income from fees and 
commissions by reducing their operating ex-
penses. 

Capital adequaCy

the banking sector’s aggregate capital ad-
equacy ratio reached 17.7% at the end of 
2015, after rising in previous years at a mod-
erating pace. This development was in contrast 
with the trend seen in 2011-2013, when this ratio 
increased quite steeply. This was caused mainly 
by a relatively significant decrease in the share of 
profits that banks used to increase the volume of 
their own funds – i.e. not paid as dividends (Chart 
11) – which occurred despite a proportion of the 
dividends paid being was returned to banks by 
the owners in the form of lower-quality own 
funds (subordinated debt or hybrid instruments). 
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Chart 12 Possible scenarios of changes in 
the capital adequacy ratios and in capital 
requirements (percentages)

Source: NBS.
Notes: The forecast of possible changes for 2016-2018 was made 
under the assumption of an annual increase of 10% in retail ex-
posures and 5% in corporate exposures. It was also assumed that 
banks would achieve profits as were estimated by macro stress test-
ing under the Baseline scenario (see the Chapter on Macro Stress 
Testing in the Analysis of the Slovak Financial Sector for 2015). 
The capital requirement was calculated as the sum of the require-
ment under Pillar I (around 8%), the part of the requirement under 
Pillar II that is not covered by the capital conservation buffer, and 
capital buffers; at the same time, the countercyclical capital buffer 
rate is expected to be set at 1% for 2017 and 2018. The requirement 
under Pillar II is expected to be constant.
The aggregated values for the banking sector as a whole were 
calculated as the average of values weigthed by risk-weighted 
assets. 

Chart 11 Factors behind changes in capital 
adequacy ratios

Source: NBS.
Notes: The columns illustrate the contributions of individual factors 
to the annual changes in this ratio, which are shown on the left-
hand scale in percentage points.
Data on banks that were transformed into branches of foreign 
banks during the period under review are not illustrated in this 
chart.
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In 2014 and 2015, the easing of certain regulato-
ry rules within the scope of Basel III implementa-
tion also caused an increase in own funds. At the 
same time, the volume of risk-weighted assets 
increased too, mainly as a result of continued 
growth in bank lending. The decreasing trend 
in risk weights, which was one of the main fac-
tors behind the increases in the aggregate capi-
tal adequacy ratio between 2011 and 2013, has 
moderated over the past few years, which can be 
viewed as a positive change in terms of financial 
stability. The common equity Tier 1 ratio (16.0%) 
and leverage ratio (8.4%) remained broadly sta-
ble over the course of 2015. 

owing to a gradual increase in the capital 
requirements, the banking sector will have 
to restrict the payment of dividends to some 
extent in the years ahead. The reason for this 
is a gradual increase in the combined capital 
buffer requirement, which is closely connected 
with the implementation of the individual types 
of capital buffers. The capital conservation buffer 
was fully implemented in October 2014. For the 
five systematically important banks, additional 
capital buffers will be phased in between 2016 

and 2018. The current rate of growth in bank 
lending indicates that a countercyclical capi-
tal buffer may be implemented in 2017. To cre-
ate a sufficient capital base for the continuing 
lending growth (10% for retail loans and 5% for 
corporate loans in year-on-year terms), the bank-
ing sector will have to retain part of its profits as 
a result of the aforementioned increase in the 
capital requirement. This mainly concerns the 
largest banks for which the capital requirement 
will be increased gradually in 2016-2018 on ac-
count of their systemic importance, but which 
have higher profits and more room for increas-
ing their own funds from the profits they gener-
ate. In the previous years, some of these banks 
paid out a large part of their profits to share-
holders and only partially replaced these prof-
its with subordinated debt or additional Tier 2 
capital. To maintain the aforementioned rate of 
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Chart 13 Annual changes in housing loans

Source: NBS.
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lending growth, around one-quarter of the total 
profit generated in 2015-2018 is to be retained 
at the level of the banking sector as a whole (as 
estimated on the basis of ratios calculated on an 
individual basis). Another reason for increasing 
the share of retained earnings is the fact that the 
profitability of banks is expected to be adversely 
affected by the low interest rate environment 
in the future, which will narrow the room for an 
increase in own funds. A further consideration is 
that while the transition to the Basel III regime 
had an upward impact on the aggregate capital 
adequacy ratio in 2014 and 2015, its impact was 
one-off and will not continue in the years ahead. 
In addition, there is considerable heterogeneity 
across the banking sector in terms of the level of 
compliance with capital requirements.

3.2 banking sector assets

the retail loan portFolio has remained a key 
segment oF the banking seCtor this year

retail lending has continued to grow at 
a rapid pace, reaching 12.2% year-on-year in 
march 2016. Although the rate of growth has 
slowed somewhat in comparison with 2015, the 
volume of new loans (€2.9 billion) has remained 
close to its historical high. The significance of re-
tail loans is also indicated by their share in the 
banking sector’s total assets (37%). Their growth 
is supported by numerous factors, such as falling 
interest rates, growing competition in the sector, 
property market developments, and favourable 
macroeconomic developments as reflected in 
employment and in disposable household in-
come.

persistently, the most important component 
of the retail portfolio is housing loans with an 
annual growth rate of 13.1% in march 2016. In 
international comparison, housing loans in Slo-
vakia have been growing far more rapidly than 
in other EU countries for almost five years (the 
EU average is 2%), despite a certain slowdown 
during 2015.

After reaching an all-time high in March 2015, 
the annual growth rate stagnated for several 
months, and then slowed somewhat in Novem-
ber. Despite this, the volume of loans has re-
mained close to its historical high.

consumer loans, the second most signifi-
cant component, have also contributed to 
the strong annual growth, reaching 15.7% 
in march 2016. Although consumer loans, like 
housing loans, have recorded a certain slow-
down in their growth, Slovakia is still one of the 
two EU countries with the most rapid lending 
growth. Faster growth has only been observed 
in Italy in the last few months. For comparison, 
the EU average is 6%. 

the deCline in interest rates inFluenCes both 
demand For, and the availability oF, loans; this 
deCline is also supported by the new legislation on 
housing loan prepayment

interest rates have continued to decline on 
both main types of retail loans, with housing 
loans recording a sharper fall in march. Inter-
est rates on housing loans fell to a new historical 
low at the beginning of 2016, to an average of 
2.5% in February, and then dropped to 2.1% in 
March. This was due to a legislative change ena-
bling housing loan prepayment for a fee of up to 
1% of the principal, to which banks reacted with 
intense marketing campaigns. 

After falling in steps in the past, the average in-
terest rate on consumer loans declined smooth-
ly, down to 12.2% in February 2016.
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Chart 15 Average annual percentage rate of 
charge for new loans in the first quarter of 
2016: international comparison (percentages)

Source: ECB SDW.
Notes: The values ‘SK 2015 Q1‘ and ‘Euro area average 2015 Q1‘ 
relate to the first quarter of 2015. All the other data are for March 
2016.
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Chart 14 Development in consumer loans 
(percentages)

Source: NBS.
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the average annual percentage rate of charge 
for housing loans in slovakia was close to the 
euro area average in 2015, while that for con-
sumer loans remained well above the euro 
area average. Hence these loans are more likely 
to experience a decrease in the future. In terms 

of returns, consumer loans are more attractive 
for banks than housing loans, though their vol-
ume is much smaller. 

with falling interest rates, demand for loans 
has naturally increased. Besides the falling 
price of loans, which motivates customers to 
borrow, an important factor is the debt capac-
ity of retail customers. The falling interest rates, 
coupled with decreasing loan repayments, have 
enabled customers to borrow larger loans and 
allowed new groups of customers to qualify for 
such loans. The growing demand has also been 
confirmed by the replies of banks in question-
naires about credit standards.

Falling interest rates have also had a stimu-
lating effect on the availability of loans. Re-
garding the importance of the retail portfolio, 
the business model of the Slovak banking sec-
tor requires adequate interest income from retail 
loans. As noted in the chapter on the banking 
sector’s profitability, at times of falling interest 
rates and decreasing interest margins, banks 
compensate for their decreasing interest income 
from individual loans by increasing the volume 
of their loan portfolio.

Credit standards have been somewhat tightened, 
though the available data point to inCreased use oF 
marginal loan-to-value ratios

lending growth is also supported in the long 
term by the settings of credit standards, 
though an nbs recommendation1 has intro-
duced tightening in several areas. In a ques-
tionnaire about credit standards, banks pointed 
to tightening mainly in the first half of 2015. In 
the following period, credit standards changed 
only minimally.

an analysis of loan-to-value ratios indicates 
that banks use marginal values in provid-
ing new loans. The banking sector follows the 
NBS recommendation concerning the loan-to-
value (LTV) ratio, but more and more loans are 
provided with an LTV ratio of 90%, the use of 
which is not limited by this NBS recommenda-
tion. Their share in new loans (except for refi-
nancing loans without a material increase in 
principal) accounted for more than 22% in the 
first quarter of 2016. For the time being, prac-
tically every second loan has an LTV ratio ex-
ceeding 80%.

1 NBS Recommendation No 1/2014 
of 7 October 2014 in the area of 
macroprudential policy on risks 
related to market developments in 
retail lending.
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Chart 16 Loans with a loan-to-value ratio 
of over 80% as a share of new loans (except 
for refinancing loans without a material 
increase in principal; percentages)

Source: NBS.
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Chart 17 Refinancing loans as a share of 
new loans (percentages)

Source: NBS.
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the Conditions For loan reFinanCing have been 
eased, but a large part oF the loans remains in the 
original bank

the falling interest rates have remained the 
primary motivation for loan refinancing. 
The difference between average interest rates 
on existing and new loans is diminishing, but 

still amounts to almost 0.9 percentage point. It 
is thus natural that about one-third of the new 
loans are earmarked for refinancing. As regards 
housing loans, this share increased still further at 
the beginning of 2016, mainly in cases where no 
material increase in principal is applied.

although loans may be repaid free of charge 
when the rate fixation period ends, only part 
of the loans are transferred to other banks. 
Since banks are keen to retain their customers, 
they make every effort to create such conditions 
that provide no incentive for customers to re-
finance their old loans. Hence, less than half of 
the loans are transferred to other banks upon in-
terest rate resetting. In the course of a calendar 
year, about one-tenth of the banking sector’ ag-
gregate loan portfolio is refinanced.

an important change in the loan market is the 
1% limit imposed on fees charged for housing 
loan prepayment at a date other than the end 
of the rate fixation period. A new law on hous-
ing loans entered into force on 21 March 2016. 
It stipulates the maximum reimbursement for 
costs incurred by banks in connection with loan 
refinancing before maturity. The market practice 
before the adoption of this law was at a level of 
4-5%. In addition, the law enables early repay-
ment of 20% of the loan principal free of charge, 
once a year. This means in practice that the maxi-
mum effective fee for loan prepayment may be 
0.8%.

in connection with this legislative change, 
interest in loan refinancing is expected to in-
crease, but new imbalances may occur, too. As 
supposed, an effective fee of 0.8% is too low for 
banks to cover the costs they incur in connection 
with early loan refinancing (see Chapter 3.1). In 
order to avoid losses, banks may be motivated to 
provide loans with a shorter rate fixation period, 
which, however, increases the sensitivity of loan 
portfolios to a possible rise in interest rates.

the growth in lending to the domestiC Corporate 
seCtor2 has maintained its rate From the previous 
period

lending activity in the corporate sector has 
continued to increase this year, but the struc-
ture of this increase has changed. In the first 
quarter of 2016, the accelerating growth in cor-
porate loans from the previous period slowed, 

2 Loans to the corporate sector 
are defined as loans provided to 
resident firms in Slovakia. 
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Chart 19 Structure of loan repayments in 
the corporate sector (percentages)

Source: NBS.

Chart 18 Annual changes in corporate 
loans and its decomposition by the form of 
company ownership 

Source: NBS.
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loans to non-financial corporations however 
continued to grow, at a pace well exceeding the 
post-crisis average. Thus, the volume of corporate 
loans has increased by an average of 6.7% year-
on-year. The structure of this increase, however, 
has changed in terms of the ownership of firms. 
While the growth in lending to privately owned 
firms in 2015 offset the relatively steep year-on-
year decline in lending to publicly owned firms, 
the annual rate of change in lending to state-
owned firms in 2016 has entered into positive 
territory. At the same time, the growth in lending 
to privately owned firms slowed to a relatively 
significant extent, from 12.3% in the last quarter 
of 2015 to 6.9% in the first quarter of 2016. 

The change in the structure of growth in corpo-
rate loans and their rate of change were substan-
tially affected by developments in borrowing 
from large banks, but the flow of loans within the 
banking sector varied considerably.

the growth in the outstanding amount of cor-
porate loans has slowed, mainly as a result of 
an increase in the share of loan prepayments. 
A change in the structure of corporate loan repay-
ments is represented by the growing share of loan 
prepayments. This trend has been present since 
the middle of 2015 with gradually increasing inten-
sity, which culminated at the turn of 2015/2016. At 

the same time, the inflow of new loans into corpo-
rate portfolios has increased in year-on-year terms. 
These trends indicate that the decelerating rate 
of growth in the outstanding amount of corpo-
rate loans is due largely to the early repayment of 
part of these loans, in the form of full repayments 
which reduce the debt burden or loan refinancing 
with funds from other financial sectors.

a strong component of lending growth this 
year is investment loans, the annual growth 
rate of which has accelerated in comparison 
with the previous period. This development 
can be attributed largely to positive sentiment 
in the corporate sector. A sign of improvement in 
the economic situation is the stable growth in the 
volume of loans provided to small and medium-
sized enterprises. The volume of credit lines pro-
vided followed the trend observed in the volume 
of loans, i.e. growth with weakening intensity. 

From the perspective of individual sectors, bank 
lending has remained broadly unchanged this 
year. The growing trend in loans has continued in 
most sectors, especially, as in previous period, in 
manufacturing, commercial real estate, energy 
supply, transport and storage. After a short pe-
riod of growth at the end of 2015, the volume of 
loans in construction has continued to decline. 
This is the most significant factor that has re-
strained lending growth to the corporate sector. 
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Chart 21 Interest rates on new corporate 
loans broken down by the size of loan 
(percentages) 

Source: NBS.     

Chart 20 Demand and supply 
developments in corporate loans 
(percentages)

Source: NBS. 
Note: A positive value denotes an increase in demand/ easing of 
credit standards. A negative value denotes a decrease in demand / 
tightening of credit standards. 
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demand for loans is rising under the influ-
ence of economic developments and the low 
interest rate environment. Banks have also re-
corded an increase in corporate loans this year as 
a result of growth in demand, across all maturi-
ties and firm sizes. Banks expect similar develop-
ments in the next quarter. The main factors af-
fecting demand for loans are the level of interest 
rates and, to a lesser extent, the need for debt 
restructuring.

Another important factor behind the growing 
demand for corporate loans is the positive trend 
in the domestic economy and its good prospects. 
The situation in Slovakia’s main trading partners 
has remained relatively stable, too. These trends 
have led to positive developments in sales in 
practically all sectors, as well as in exports. The 
last few months have seen a modest improve-
ment in the economic sentiment indicator for 
the domestic economy. 

the availability of loans is still under the 
influence of competition and of the sound 
economic performance. The gradual easing of 
credit standards has continued into 2016. Banks 
tend to apply eased credit standards to loans 

provided to large firms in particular. The easing 
of lending conditions has been achieved main-
ly through a reduction in interest margins and 
the amount of loans. By contrast, non-interest 
charges have increased. Banks expect similar 
trends in the next quarter, too. The main fac-
tor affecting the easing of credit standards, be-
sides the positive perception of the economy, is 
the persisting competitive pressure within the 
banking sector. 

Under the influence of the low interest rate envi-
ronment, the average interest rate on the stock 
of corporate loans has continued to decline this 
year. The rate of decline increased gradually until 
end-2015 and remained at that level through-
out the first quarter of 2016. As a result of this 
trend, interest income from corporate portfolios 
decreased, too. This could be partly due to the 
growing share of loan prepayments. Interest 
rates on new loans rose, but this rise took place 
mostly in rates for loans of over €1 million pro-
vided by selected banks. Interest rates on new 
loans of up to €1 million continued to fall. In the 
European context, average interest rates on the 
outstanding amount of loans are still above the 
EU average. 
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Chart 22 Domestic government bonds as 
a share of total assets and their annual rate 
of change in February 2016 (percentages)

Source: NBS.
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both the residential and office segments of 
the commercial real estate sector exhibits 
signs of growing optimism, though lending 
to this sector is weakening. Demand growth in 
the residential segment has continued this year, 
with some of the trends strengthening, such as 
the growing number of flats sold or the increas-
ing share of ‘flats on paper’ in the total number 
of flats for sale. The number of new flats on the 
market has remained comparable with that in 
the previous period. 

Lending to the commercial property sector has 
slowed in contrast with the level of sentiment 
in this sector. The volume of loans increased 
year-on-year by an average of 5% in the first 
quarter of 2016, compared with 7.5% in 2015. 
This change was caused by a downturn in lend-
ing activity in some banks. Developments in the 
volume of loans provided to this sector, how-
ever, still vary considerably across the banking 
sector.

the volume of loans provided to non-resident 
non-financial entities has continued to de-
crease this year. The moderating year-on-year 
growth and subsequent decline in these loans 
began in the middle of 2015 after a relatively 
long period of strong growth (starting in 2011). 
The banking sector’s total exposure amounts to 
approximately €2 billion. The aforementioned 
decline was evenly spread across the banking 
sector, when most banks reduced their exposure 
to non-financial entities from abroad. Such loans, 
however, are relatively concentrated in several 
banks.

investment in domestiC government bonds has 
Continued to Fall in volume

the composition of securities portfolios is de-
termined by the developments taking place 
in their components. Such portfolios comprise 
mostly domestic government bonds. However, 
the share of these bonds in total assets is de-
creasing gradually. A marked decrease was re-
corded in the first quarter of 2016 (from 14.7% 
at the end of 2015 to 13.3% at the end of March 
2016). The majority of large and medium-sized 
banks reported a decrease in the volume of Slo-
vak government bonds, mainly because an issue 
from 2010 matured in February 2016. A large 

part of this volume was not replenished by in-
vestment in new securities. 

The volume of investment in foreign securities 
and bonds issued by domestic banks has contin-
ued to grow this year, by €100 million during the 
first three months (due exclusively to mortgage 
bond investments). The volume of investment 
in domestic corporate bonds and foreign bank 
bonds has decreased in year-on-year terms.

the breakdown of foreign government securi-
ties portfolios by country of issuer shows that 
the volume of italian bonds has continued to 
grow this year, while that of polish bonds has 
fallen. Foreign government bond investments, 
however, are concentrated in several banks. The 
share of Italian government bonds increased 
from 6.5% at the end of 2015 to almost 8% at the 
end of March 2016. Over the same period, the 
share of Polish government securities dropped 
below 2%. 

the proportions of individual types of port-
folios have remained virtually unchanged. 
Banks still hold the greater part of their invest-
ments in held-to-maturity portfolios, which ac-
count for almost 55% of the overall securities 
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Chart 23 Loan-to-deposit ratio and ratio 
of customer deposits to total liabilities 
(percentages)

Source: NBS.
Note: The values shown in the Chart were calculated from the aver-
age values for the last six months ending with February 2016.

Chart 24 Annual rate of change in 
deposits and its decomposition by sector 
(percentages)

Source: NBS.
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portfolio. Their available-for-sale portfolios ac-
count for roughly 40%. 

3.3 Funding sources oF the banking 
sector

the domestic banking sector is still charac-
terised by a sound funding structure. In the 
recent period, some EU institutions and banks 
have identified a worsening trend in funding 
conditions, especially in market-based bank 
funding. Domestic banks, however, are not 
affected directly by this trend, owing to their 
relatively stable customer deposit base, which 
has not experienced any marked fluctuations 
even at times of increased financial market vol-
atility. The ratio of retail loans to deposits has 
remained virtually unchanged, below 100%, 
which means that the banking sector is able to 
finance its activities without entering the finan-
cial markets. 

the banking sector’s liabilities are dominated 
by customer deposits, with household depos-
its continuing to grow and corporate deposit 
growth recording a gradual slowdown. In the 

long term, customer deposits account for more 
than 70% of the sector’s total liabilities, with the 
main components being household and corpo-
rate deposits. In this context, the continuing an-
nual growth in customer deposits can be viewed 
as a positive trend. The rate of this growth 
reached 9% at the turn of 2015/2016, and was 
followed by a modest slowdown in the first quar-
ter of 2016. Deposit growth was stimulated by 
sight deposits and saving deposits, while time 
deposits fell in volume on a year-on-year basis. 

The main factor in that growth was household 
deposits, which continued growing in year-
on-year terms, while corporate deposits ex-
perienced weakening year-on-year growth as 
a result of a deepening decline in time depos-
its. In the recent period, the volume of depos-
its has also increased in other sectors, which, 
however, represent a relatively volatile source 
of funding. The volume of deposits increased 
despite the falling interest rates, which led to 
a decrease in the cost ratio of deposits. Inter-
est rates on corporate deposits fell more con-
siderably, when the annual rate of change in 
these deposits was twice as high as the rate for 
household deposits.
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Funding is also obtained through the issu-
ance of debt securities, primarily of mort-
gage bonds. Mortgage bonds accounted for 
almost 90% of the total volume of securities 
issued in 2015 and their volume remained vir-
tually unchanged in the first quarter of 2016, 
too. In the first quarter 2016, the total volume 
of mortgage bonds issued increased by al-
most 10% year-on-year, as at the end of 2015. 
The mortgage bond portfolios of banks are still 
dominated by fixed-coupon bonds (almost all 
MBs issued in 2016 were fixed-coupon bonds), 
complemented by issues with a floating coupon 
linked to the 3-month or 6-month EURIBOR. The 
average coupon rate has fallen considerably this 
year, owing partly to a decrease in the average 
maturity in comparison with 2015. The spread 
between coupon rates and domestic govern-
ment bond yields has continued to increase at 
a modest pace. 

interbank market operations and funding 
from the ecb represent only secondary sourc-
es of funding for domestic banks. Funding 
from these sources represents a relatively vola-
tile balance sheet item for the banking sector, 
serving primarily for short-term liquidity man-
agement, or as compensation for other volatile 
balance sheet items. The growing trend in the 
volume of loans provided to foreign banks has 
continued into 2016, but this trend takes place 
almost exclusively in banks’ intragroup transac-
tions. 

3.4  Financial sector risks

risks arising From persisting low interest rate 
environment 
the prolonged period of low or falling interest 
rates is one of the most significant risks from 
the view of stability in the slovak financial 
sector. Many of the effects of this risk on particu-
lar segments of the financial market have been 
closely examined in previous editions of the Fi-
nancial Stability Report. In this FSR the focus is 
on analysing how the low interest rate environ-
ment has so far affected the profitability and risk 
exposure of different financial market segments, 
and how it may affect them going forward. The 
aim is therefore to evaluate the materialisation 
of this risk. 

prolonged low interest rate environment will have 
a gradual downward impaCt on interest inCome in 
the banking seCtor 
in the banking sector, the impact of falling 
interest rates has been seen mainly in the 
decline in asset returns. this pass-through 
has, however, been moderated by an increase 
in lending and a decline in costs related to 
funding and to credit risk. In retail business, 
increasing competition stoked by rising demand 
and the activity of financial intermediaries has 
contributed to a relatively marked fall in interest 
margins and to a reduction in fees, and has put 
added pressure on credit standards. Although 
lending has continued to increase strongly, the 
amount of interest income from housing loans 
has gradually begun to fall since the beginning 
of 2014. 

For the purposes of this report, potential fu-
ture trends are estimated using a sensitivity 
analysis of interest income developments. 
This analysis is based on two scenarios for 
changes in the stock as well as interest rates of 
different types of loan in the retail and corporate 
portfolios. Income from housing loans and con-
sumer loans in the retail portfolio are estimated 
separately. Details of the two scenarios are pro-
vided in Table 3.

the first scenario used in the sensitivity anal-
ysis is based mainly on current trends. The 
annual growth rate of the outstanding amount 
of both housing and consumer retail loans has 
been between 12% and 13% in the recent peri-
od, during which the average interest rate on the 
total loan portfolio has fallen almost linearly, by 
around 0.6 percentage point year-on-year. The 
first scenario assumes the broad continuation 
of these trends for the next four years, with the 
exception of the growth rate of lending, which is 
assumed to slow gradually to 10%. 

the second scenario assumes a more pro-
nounced decrease in lending growth and 
a greater drop in the average interest rate. The 
growth rate of loans is assumed to fall, and more 
so in the case of consumer loans. For housing 
loans, the interest rate decrease is assumed to be 
greater; this is mainly due to a legislative change 
which, from 21 March 2016, markedly limits the 
maximum fee that may be charged for loan pre-
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table 3 year-on-year changes in parameters of scenarios for potential developments in 
banks' interest income

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Retail housing loans – 
growth

Gradual moderate slowdown  
(from 12% to 10%)

Gradual slowdown 
(from 12% to 8%)

Retail housing loans – 
change in interest rate

Continuation of current trend
Year-on-year decline of 0.6 p.p.
Assumed level of interest rate at end-2019: 
1.2%

Slightly accelerating rate of decline
First two years: year-on-year decline of 0.7 
p.p. and 0.6 p.p. afterwards
Assumed level of interest rate at end 2019: 
1.0%

Retail consumer loans – 
growth

Gradual moderate slowdown  
(from 12% to 10%)

More pronounced slowdown 
(from 12% to 5%)

Retail consumer loans – 
change in interest rate

Continuation of current trend
Year-on-year decline of 0.6 p.p.
Assumed level of interest rate at end-2019: 
9.8%

Accelerating rate of decline
Year-on-year decline of 0.9 p.p.
Assumed level of interest rate at end-2019: 
8.7%

Loans to NFCs – growth Growth rate maintained at 5%
(the same level as in February 2016)

Loans to NFCs – change 
in interest rate

Constant interest rate at level of February 2016 (2.9%) 

Bond portfolio Funds from maturing bonds are reinvested in bonds yielding 0.8%
Source: NBS.

Chart 25 International comparison of the 
interest margin on new housing loans 
(percentage points)

Source: ECB.
Notes: The interest margin is calculated as the difference between 
the average interest rate on new housing loans and the average 
interest rate on all (retail and corporate) deposits. 
The cut-off date for the data used in the chart is 31 March 2016.
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payments made outside the interest-rate reset-
ting process (to 1% of the outstanding amount 
of the loan). This change may increase the rate 
of refinancings and therefore also competition 

in the housing loan market. Developments in in-
terest margins on new loans are also pointing to 
a potentially sharp drop in average interest rates 
in the retail loan portfolio. As Chart 25 shows, 
this margin is not only falling significantly, but 
may, by international standards, have undergone 
a structural change in the past two years, with the 
respective interest rates decreasing far more in 
Slovakia than in other euro area countries. After 
being above the third quartile for a long period, 
the margin has fallen to below the first quartile. 

The decrease in interest rates on consumer loans is 
assumed to accelerate, based mainly on an inter-
national comparison of current levels and trends 
in the annual percentage rate of charge (APRC). As 
Chart 26 shows, the APRC on new consumer loans 
is significantly higher in Slovakia than in other 
euro countries (with the exception of the Baltic 
States) and its rate of decrease in Slovakia is far 
higher than the euro area average. It may there-
fore be assumed that the current trend of falling 
interest rates on consumer loans will continue in 
coming years as a result of gradual convergence 
towards the euro area average, as previously hap-
pened with interest rates on corporate loans and 
retail housing loans. Furthermore, the increasing 
importance of consumer loans to banks’ profit-
ability may heighten competition and accentuate 
the downward trend in interest rates. 
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Chart 27 Interest income in different retail 
loan categories and scenarios for potential 
trends in the period 2016-2019  
(EUR millions) 

Source: NBS.
Notes: The chart shows the cumulative interest income for the pre-
vious 12 months as at the given month. 
The vertical line marks the latest period for which data are avail-
able (February 2016).
Details of the two scenarios are provided in Table 3.

Chart 26 Average APRC for new consumer 
loans in euro area countries and its annual 
changes 

Source: ECB.
Notes: APRC - annual percentage rate of charge (including inter-
est and fees). 
The chart does not include the Baltic States, which have far higher 
APRCs for consumer loans (between 16% and 27%). 
Data are as at 29 February 2016. 
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on these assumptions, interest income from 
housing loans may fall sharply in the years 
ahead. The results of the impact of the above 
scenarios on interest income in retail business 
are shown in Chart 27. The simulation results 
imply mainly that the decline in interest income 
from housing loans, which began back in 2014, 
continues and becomes far more pronounced, 
even under the assumption of maintained credit 
growth at the level above 10% (scenario 1). The 
principal cause of that decline is a gradual drop 
in the average interest rate on housing loans, 
which under scenario 1 is assumed to decrease 
from 3.5% in February 2016 to 1.2% by the end 
of 2019. The simulated developments are affect-
ed mainly by the pace at which the interest rate 
falls and to a lesser extent by the growth rate of 
loans. 

interest income from consumer loans is ex-
pected to become more significant. Interest 
income from consumer loans, after its relatively 
strong growth in the recent period, is expected 
to continue growing despite the assumption of 
a further decline in the average interest rate (sce-

nario 1). The key factor in this case, however, is 
the annual growth rate of the loans. An appre-
ciable further slowdown in that growth could 
gradually end the upward trend in interest in-
come (scenario 2).

interest income from securities has been fall-
ing since 2012 and will continue to decline 
in coming years. As Chart 29 shows, interest 
income from securities has declined by around 
one-third since 2012, with the banking sector 
having reduced its securities holdings by some 
10% in that time and with the average rate of 
return on these holdings having dropped from 
3.8% p.a. to 3% p.a. Nevertheless, this rate of re-
turn is still considerably higher than current re-
turns in the securities market. The average mar-
ket yield on ten-year Slovak government bonds 
for the 15 months from January 2015 to March 
2016 was around 0.8% p.a.

interest income will fall mainly because the 
funds from bond redemptions will be rein-
vested in lower-yielding assets. Approximately 
half of the banking sector’s current bond port-
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Chart 29 Projection for interest income 
from securities and their returns  
(EUR millions and percentages) 

Source: NBS.
Notes: The left-hand scale shows the cumulative interest income 
from the debt securities portfolio for the previous 12 months as 
at the given month.
The right-hand scale shows the average effective interest rate of 
the portfolio as at each month. 
It is assumed that the funds from bond redemptions are reinvest-
ed in ten-year Slovak government bonds yielding 0.8% p.a., which 
is the same as their average return for the period from January 
2015 to March 2016. 
The vertical line marks the latest period for which data are avail-
able (February 2016).

Chart 28 Maturity timeline for bond 
holdings of the Slovak banking sector and 
the yields on maturing bonds (percentages)

Source: NBS.
Notes: The left-hand scale shows the share of the outstanding 
bond portfolio as at 31 December 2015. 
The right-hand scale shows the average yield on maturing bonds 
in the given month where the volume of bonds maturing in that 
month constitutes more than 2.5% of the portfolio as at 31 De-
cember 2015. 
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folio is due to mature in the next two years, and 
almost two-thirds in the next four years (Chart 
28). Assuming the continuation of the current 
low return environment and their conservative 
investment strategies, banks will fail to find se-
curities matching the yields of the maturing 
bonds, which in several cases are more than 3%3. 
In simulating the potential developments in this 
interest income, it is assumed that the size of the 
bond portfolio remains constant and that banks 
reinvest the funds from bond redemptions in ten-
year Slovak government bonds yielding 0.8%. 
This assumption is based on the fact that Slovak 
government bonds constitute 77% of the bond 
portfolio and their average weighted maturity 
is ten years. Under this assumption, as Chart 29 
shows, interest income from securities falls in an-
nual terms by around 20% within two years and, 
with current trends remaining unchanged, down 
to a quarter of their current value (to €100 mil-
lion) in the long term. 

The simulations imply a gradual decline in 
interest income, with the decline in inter-
est income from retail business and secu-

3 For example, Slovak government 
bond issue no 213 matured in Feb-
ruary 2016; it constituted around 
9.5% of the Slovak banking sector's 
bond portfolio as at 31 December 
2015 and its yield averaged 3.3%. 
Slovak government bond issue no 
208 matures in February 2017; it 
constituted around 8.5% of the Slo-
vak banking sector's bond portfolio 
as at 31 December 2015 and its 
yield averages 4.3%.

rities being partly offset by rising income 
from lending to non-financial corporations 
(Chart 30). The simulated increase in interest 
income from the NFC portfolio does, however, 
assume no change in the average corporate 
lending rate and an annual growth rate of 5% 
for these loans. If developments turned out to 
be more adverse, interest income from NFCs 
may also decline. Overall, it may be concluded 
that the decline in interest income that the 
banking sector began to experience in the sec-
ond quarter of 2015 will continue, and prob-
ably become more marked, in the years ahead. 
Looking forward, the composition of interest 
income could also change significantly, since 
the share of the income from housing loans, 
which in previous years has been one of the 
major components of profitability growth, may 
fall sharply. Such changes can be expected to 
exert substantial pressure on banks to adjust 
their business models and strategies to an al-
tered credit market. 
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Chart 31 A schema of the aggregate 
TLI balance sheet in Slovakia as at 
31 December 2015 (EUR billions)

Source: NBS.
Notes: TP – technical provisions; TLI – traditional life insurance. 

Chart 30 Interest income in different asset 
categories and scenarios for potential 
trends in the period 2016-2019  
(EUR millions) 

Source: NBS.
Notes: The chart shows the cumulative interest income for the pre-
vious 12 months as at the given month. 
The vertical line marks the latest period for which data are avail-
able (February 2016).
Details of the two scenarios are provided in Table 3.
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the insuranCe seCtor has so Far been resilient to 
the risks related to a prolonged period oF low 
interest rates

the impact of persisting low interest rates 
on the insurance sector has been most pro-
nounced in traditional life insurance (tli) 
business, where insurers have to attain invest-
ment returns to cover the returns guaranteed 
in insurance contracts. The size of the impact is 
proxied mainly by the duration of liabilities in 
different insurance lines. The longest duration 
is usually in TLI business, where the investment 
risk is borne by the insurer. In TLI business, the 
average maturity of liabilities as at the end of 
2015 was 16 years, whereas in, for example, non-
life insurance business it was only 3.7 years. The 
average maturity of liabilities has, however, been 
falling in recent years, and in the case of TLI it was 
19.7 years back in 2009. 

insurers have so far managed to generate suf-
ficient financial income in tli, thanks mainly 
to the structure of their balance sheets (chart 
31). In simple terms, the TLI balance sheet com-
prises assets covering technical provisions in TLI 
business and, on the liability side, technical pro-

visions in TLI business. The majority of the techni-
cal provisions are for life insurance liabilities. The 
change in these provisions over time has been 
affected by three main factors: the accrual of pre-
miums earned; the payment of insurance ben-
efits; and the technical interest rate allocation4. 
Other technical provisions in TLI business include 
in particular provisions for benefits, provisions 
for unearned premiums and other provisions. No 
guaranteed returns are attributed to clients from 
Other technical provisions. 

Insurers are required to hold assets in an amount 
at least equal to the value of their technical provi-
sions. Owing to asset price fluctuations, insurers 
always have a slightly higher amount of assets 
than technical provisions. The assets exceeding 
technical provisions for life insurance liabilities 
therefore generate an additional financial result 
that may be used in the allocation of returns. It 
is for insurers to decide to what extent their as-
set holdings exceed their technical provisions. 
These additional assets are financed out of insur-
ers’ own funds. 

the financial result in life insurance business 
has been falling since 2013, but neverthe-
less, in absolute terms, still comfortably cov-
ers guaranteed returns due to the high asset 
coverage of technical provisions. The technical 

4 The technical interest rate alloca-
tion (TIR allocation) denotes the 
increase in technical provisions for 
life insurance liabilities as a result of 
attribution of guaranteed returns 
under TLI contracts. 
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Chart 33 Trends and forecasts of returns on 
debt securities in TLI business (percentages)

Source: NBS.
Notes: TIR – technical insurance rate; TLI – traditional life insurance.
The data for all years cover only those insurers that had a regis-
tered office in Slovakia on 31 December 2015. Data for the period 
after 31 December are estimates. 
Required return denotes such value of returns on assets covering 
technical provisions in TLI business, that the financial result for 
TLI investments equals the TIR allocation. Coverage of technical 
provisions after 2015 is assumed to be the same as at the end of 
2015. The light-grey line denotes the estimated required return in 
the event that the asset coverage ratio for technical provision in 
TLI business falls to 105% within four years. 

Chart 32 Comparison of investment returns, 
and costs related to guaranteed returns (the 
TIR allocation), and technical provision trends

Source: NBS.
Notes: TIR – technical interest rate; TPLI – technical provisions for 
life insurance liabilities; TP – technical provisions; TLI – traditional 
life insurance.
TIR allocation – increase in technical provisions for life insurance 
liabilities as a result of attribution of guaranteed returns. 
The data for all years cover only those insurers that had a regis-
tered office in Slovakia on 31 December 2015. 
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interest rate allocation (TIR allocation) peaked in 
2011 at €79 million and has since fallen moder-
ately, down to €75 million in 2015. Investment 
returns in TLI fell from €111 million in 2013, to 
€99 million 2015, but still exceed the TIR alloca-
tion by a quarter. The main reason that returns 
exceed the TIR allocation is that the insurance 
sector’s technical provisions in life insurance 
business were covered by assets at 127% as at 
end-2015 and technical provisions for life insur-
ance liabilities (not including the deficit reserve 
created on the basis of a test of adequacy) con-
stituted 90% of the technical provisions in life in-
surance. The high asset coverage ratio is largely 
a corollary of the high solvency ratio that Slovak 
insurers maintain. If solvency ratios decrease 
closer to the regulatory requirements, the asset 
coverage of technical provisions will also fall, and 
therefore so will the financial result in TLI. 

investment returns in tli business are con-
verging towards the falling tir, but still re-
main higher. As new insurance contracts pro-
vide for a lower TIR5 than older ones that expire 
or are surrendered, the average TIR in the insur-
ance sector is gradually falling (from 4% in 2009 

to 3.5% in 2015). Investment returns in the insur-
ance sector have fallen gradually since 2010 (ex-
cept in 2013) and their average rate in 2015 stood 
at 3.6% per annum. Returns on interest-sensitive 
instruments (bonds, money market funds, and 
time deposits), which constitute 93% of the as-
sets covering technical provisions in TLI business, 
recorded a slightly higher average of 3.7% p.a. In-
surers’ investment returns are therefore sufficient 
to cover guaranteed returns without insurers 
having to maintain a high asset coverage ratio for 
provisions. Thanks to its high asset coverage of 
technical provisions, the insurance sector would 
be able to cover the TIR allocation even with an 
average investment return of 2.6% p.a. 

insurers are expected to continue earning 
sufficient investment returns over the next 
four years thanks to longer duration of the in-
vestment portfolio. the asset coverage of the 
portfolio may ensure sufficient returns for an 
even longer period. Future trends in returns are 
affected by several factors. It is assumed that the 

5 At present the TIR for new insur-
ance contracts is capped at 1.9% 
p.a. Under the Solvency II regula-
tory framework there is no limit on 
the amount of guaranteed returns. 
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Chart 34 Breakdown of total income from 
financial operations in PFMC-managed 
pension funds (percentages of NAV)

Source: NBS.
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average TIR will continue to decrease in coming 
years, with the pace of its decrease gradually slow-
ing from the current level of 10 basis points per 
year. Funds from maturing bonds are assumed 
to be reinvested in ten-year Slovak government 
bonds, which yielded, on average, 0.8% for the 
years 2015 and 2016. On these assumptions, the 
return on the bond portfolios and the average 
TIR decrease at about the same rate until 2019, 
the year that sees the maturity of Slovak govern-
ment bond no 204, constituting more than 12% 
of the insurance sector’s portfolio as at the end of 
2015. Although, according to estimates, the re-
turn on the aggregate bond portfolio would be 
lower than the average TIR from 2019, the finan-
cial result remains large enough due to sufficient 
asset coverage of technical provisions. Even if 
the asset coverage ratio for technical provisions 
falls to 105%, the financial result in TLI business is 
still expected to cover the TIR allocation. 

a shortfall in investment returns could arise 
under a scenario where there is sizeable 
growth in new policies that include higher 
guaranteed returns. The situation until 2018 
is not expected to worsen even in the case of 
significant changes in the insurance portfolio. 
If there is a sizeable increase in new business, 
insurers will have to increase their investments, 
and at the current low rates of return that im-
plies a marked drop in the average return. For 
example, if insurers’ investments grow at 2.5% 
per annum at an average return of 0.8% p.a., 
the aggregate return falls by around 10–15 
basis points. If there is marked growth in new 
policies that include guaranteed returns above 
current rates of return in financial markets, and 
if the asset coverage of provisions falls, insurers 
may find it difficult even in the medium term to 
deliver the returns they have guaranteed. 

in pension Fund portFolios, the prolonged period oF 
low interest rates has inCreased both risk exposure 
and the volatility oF pension points

in pension funds managed by pFmcs (consti-
tuting the second pillar of the pension sys-
tem), low interest rates have had a significant 
upward impact on the risk exposure of the ag-
gregate portfolio. As Chart 34 shows, the share of 
interest income in the net asset value of pension 
funds remained almost unchanged from 2013 to 
2015, from 1.3% to 1.4%, despite a sharp decline 
in interest rates. It should be noted, however, that 

although this component remained stable, its 
level has for a long time been lower than the in-
terest income component in other sectors of the 
financial market. This is the long-standing con-
sequence of very strict regulation that has been 
applied to pension funds before March 2012. In 
response, however, to a marked decline in market 
returns on less risky assets, it was necessary to in-
crease the risk parameters of the portfolio. 

the increase in risk exposure consisted mainly 
of an increase in exposure to interest rate risk. 
A simple analysis of the sensitivity of pension 
funds to key risk factors (Chart 35) shows that 
their risk exposure was negligible in 2011 and 
then increased significantly in 2012 and 2013, 
before increasing even more sharply in 2015. This 
trend was accompanied by an increase in the du-
ration of the bond portfolio, from 0.5 year in 2011 
to 4.2 years in 2015 (Chart 36), as well as an in-
crease in the average maturity of bank deposits in 
the portfolio. In 2015, moreover, funds increased 
not only their investments in bonds with higher 
interest rate risk, but also their exposure to credit 
risk by purchasing bonds issued by lower-rated 
countries (such as Ireland). Pension funds also saw 
a slight rise in their exposure to equity risk. It must 
be added that the increase in the portfolio’s risk 
exposure in 2012 and 2013 stemmed mainly from 
the easing of regulatory rules. The impact of the 
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Chart 37 Breakdown of total income from 
financial operations in SPMC-managed 
supplementary pension funds (percentages 
of NAV)

Source: NBS.

Chart 36 Aggregate portfolio of pension 
funds and supplementary pension funds 
in terms of returns (in percentages) and 
durations (in years)

Sources: NBS and Bloomberg. 

Chart 35 Breakdown of total income and 
risk exposure in PFMC-managed pension 
funds (percentages of NAV)

Sources: NBS, Bloomberg and internet.
Notes: Exposures to particular risks are estimated using a sensitivity 
test for changes in representative risk factors; the test includes four 
scenarios as follows: equity prices falling by 10%; other currencies de-
preciating against the euro by 5%; interest rates increasing in parallel 
by 0.3 percentage point; and credit spreads on bonds issued by Greece, 
Portugal, Ireland, Spain and Italy increasing by 2 percentage points. 
The different risk types also include indirect risks to which funds are 
exposed through investments in investment funds shares/units. 
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low interest rate environment appeared mainly in 
2014 and 2015. The above changes were reflect-
ed in the composition of pension funds’ income, 
as shown in Chart 34. In 2010 and 2011 returns on 
pension funds were accounted for almost entirely 
by interest income from bond securities, a stable 
component of the portfolio. Since 2012, however, 
a significant proportion of the aggregate returns 
have come from an unstable component, namely 
income related to the revaluation of securities in 
the portfolio. Given pension funds’ increased risk 
exposure, it is the unstable component that could 
have a relatively adverse impact on returns in the 
event of a sudden escalation of uncertainty in fi-
nancial markets. 

supplementary pension funds (spFs) have off-
set the impact of low interest rates to a lesser 
extent than have pFmc-managed pension 
funds, and consequently their interest income 
has fallen. In SPFs (managed by SPMCs and con-
stituting the third pillar of the pension system), 
the share of interest income in their aggregate net 
asset value fell gradually from 2011 to 2015 (from 

2.7% to 0.9%), due mainly to a significant drop 
in returns on the bond portfolio (from 4.0% to 
1.6%). This is shown in Chart 37. The risk exposure 
of SPFs is now, however, similar to that of PFMC-
managed pension funds, since back in 2011 SPFs 
had a far longer duration and higher equity com-
ponent than did the second pillar funds. 
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Chart 39 Household indebtedness and 
household loan growth in central and 
eastern Europe (percentages)

Sources: Eurostat and ECB.

Chart 38 Changes in the risk return profile 
of pension funds and supplementary 
pension funds

Source: NBS.
Note: The average deviation from the equilibrium for returns ex-
presses the volatility of pension-point values during the year. It is 
calculated as the deviation of the actual pension-point value from 
the value of the pension point if it followed an even trend during 
each month of the given year.
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the increased risk exposure of pension funds 
was also reflected in greater volatility of pen-
sion points in 2015. Financial markets experi-
enced several bouts of heightened volatility in 
2015 and early 2016. The turbulence was not 
as severe as in previous years, but its impact on 
the volatility of pension funds’ returns was more 
pronounced because the risk exposure of the 
funds had increased. As Chart 38 shows, in both 
second and third pillar funds this volatility was 
significantly higher than in the previous period, 
and the returns on the funds were lower. 

The recent and expected effects of the low inter-
est rate environment on particular financial mar-
ket segments are summarised in Table 2. 

household loan growth remained higher in 
slovakia than in any other eu Country 
the annual growth rate for loans to households 
was 12.2% in march 2016. credit growth has 
been the highest within the eu for five years in 
a row. This trend of strong credit growth, higher 
than in other EU countries, is resulting in the in-
creasing indebtedness of Slovak households. 
Slovakia is the only EU country in which house-
hold indebtedness, as measured by the debt-to-

disposable income ratio, has been rising continu-
ously since 2003. From 2011 to 2015 the increase 
in household indebtedness in both relative and 
absolute terms was higher in Slovakia than in any 
other EU country. This trend was previously sup-
ported by the low debt levels of Slovakia house-
holds and the scope that provided for strong cred-
it growth. Household debt in Slovakia is among 
the highest in central and eastern Europe, and its 
growth rate is the highest in the region. 

household indebtedness has continued to 
increase and its concentration may also have 
become more marked. At the same time, how-
ever, it is difficult to clearly interpret the overall 
indebtedness of households as measured by 
their debt-to-disposable income or debt-to-GDP 
ratio. There is also a difficulty in defining an op-
timum level for these ratios. Such measurements 
of household debt have in the recent period 
been falling in several EU countries, reflecting 
the fact that their current elevated levels are 
not sustainable in the long term. The increase in 
household debt has also turned out to be prob-
lematic in regard to economic growth, since in-
debted households have less scope to increase 
their consumption. The household sector’s debt 
is not in itself indicative of how the debt is dis-
tributed within the sector. Hence it is important 
to view the household debt ratio also in relation 
to the potential concentration of debt. 
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Chart 40 Rate of change in the average 
price of flats and in the number of flats 
advertised for sale (percentages)

Sources: CMN and Lexxus.
Notes: Changes between Q1 2014 and Q1 2015.
BA – The city of Bratislava.
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to a greater extent than in other euro area 
countries, the debt of slovak households 
has since 2010 been concentrated in the age 
groups 16-34 and 35-44 years. Furthermore, 
Slovak household debt is appreciably more con-
centrated among median-income than is the 
case in other euro area countries. 

A similar picture emerges from a closer look at 
median amount of debt. The median debt of all 
indebted households increased almost twofold 
between 2010 and 2013, from €3,200 to €6,300. 
As for the median debt in the age and income 
groups referred to above, its increase was high-
er still, which further points to an increase in 
concentration. At the same time, age appears 
to be more important than income as a pointer 
to the level of household indebtedness, as the 
median debt of the 16-34-year-old age group is 
around €21,000 while the median debt of the 
most indebted income group is only around 
€12,000.

The fact that debt concentration is higher in Slo-
vakia than in other euro area countries implies 
that banks in Slovakia face a greater degree of 
credit risk in their lending activity. At the same 
time, however, it remains to be seen how sus-
tainable is the rate of growth in loans to house-
holds, with regard to the demographics of the 
age groups in question.

the property market remains a potential sourCe 
oF risk given the Current Combination oF strong 
growth in housing loans and Changes in the 
struCture oF the market 
the broad-based upward trend in flat prices 
in slovakia continued in the first quarter of 
2016. The year-on-year growth in prices of exist-
ing flats in the first quarter was more than 7% for 
flats offered for sales and more than 10% for flats 
sold. These nominal growth rates are not only 
the highest observed since 2008, but also sig-
nificant in terms of inflation in other prices in the 
economy. The trend in flat prices is particularly 
notable for being spread across regions and dif-
ferent sizes of flat as well as between flats offered 
for sale and flats sold. 

As for prices of new-build flats in the capital, Bra-
tislava, they are determined more by the particu-
lar development project and do not show a clear 
longer-term trend. 

the annual growth rate was higher for flat 
prices than for average wages for a sixth suc-
cessive quarter. at the same time, the low 
interest rate environment had a significant 
impact on the property market. For eighteen 
months the relationship between the labour and 
housing markets worsened, in contrast to the 
trend observed between 2008 and 2014. This 
situation was partly mitigated by historically low 
interest rates that allowed the purchase of more 
expensive flats for the same monthly repayment. 
Extremely low lending rates not only allow bor-
rowers to take out larger loans, they also accentu-
ate the nominal difference between yields from 
financial investments and the expected yields 
from property investments. There is growing evi-
dence that purchases of second flats for invest-
ment purposes appeared to increase during the 
period in question. Such trends in general, con-
tribute to greater volatility in flat prices. 

the increase in risk arising from the property 
market in 2015 was partly due to changes in 
the structure of the market. The number of ad-
vertisements for existing flats fell quite sharply 
in 2015 and the first quarter of 2016. This trend 
was broad-based across regions, towns and flat 
types. The number of flats sold was higher in that 
period than in 2013 and 2014. Changes were also 
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Chart 41 Rate of change in property prices 
and in the outstanding amount of housing 
loans (percentages)

Sources: Eurostat and SDW.
Note: Changes are as at Q4 2015.
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Chart 42 Net default rate for retail loans 
(percentages)

Source: NBS.
Notes: The net default rate denotes the net change in the amount 
of non-performing loans over a 12-month period as a share of the 
outstanding amount of loans at the beginning of the period. The 
numerator is adjusted for the effect of loan write-offs and sell-offs.
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observed in the new-build market in Bratislava, 
the capital city. Although the total number of 
new flats offered for sale did not change (in con-
trast to the number of advertisements for exist-
ing flats), the proportion of unfinished flats as 
a share of that total increased substantially (to 
83% in March 2016). Of those unfinished flats, 
around two-thirds were due to be completed in 
more than 12 months. 

the growth in flat prices in slovakia is among 
the highest in the eu, and the combination of 
that fact and the strong growth in housing 
loans represents a risk. The fact that property 
price growth in Slovakia is higher than the EU 
median level does not per se entail an increase 
in risk. The effect, however, of the combination 
of accelerating property prices and the robust in-
crease in housing loans remains to be seen. In this 
regard, the risk in Slovakia appears to be higher 
in comparison with other EU countries and also 
with central and eastern European countries. 

the Credit quality oF the retail loan portFolio 
Continued to improve in 2015. it is important, 
however, that a responsible approaCh is taken to 
new lending

the non-performing loan (npl) ratio contin-
ued to fall during the period under review, 

and the net default rate reached historically 
low levels. The NPL ratio for retail loans fell to 
3.9%, its lowest level since March 2009. The de-
crease was caused mainly by developments in 
the housing loan segment, since the NPL ratio 
for consumer loans did not change significantly 
(it has been just below 8% for three years). The 
net default rate for the aggregate retail loan 
portfolio in 2015 was 0.33%, and for housing 
loans alone it was even -0.02%. This negative 
figure means that the number of housing loans 
that defaulted was lower than the number of 
non-performing housing loans that were recate-
gorised as standard.

The net default rate for consumer loans in-
creased to more than 2.6%, reflecting the situa-
tion in large banks where this rate climbed from 
low levels. In medium-sized and smaller banks, 
however, the predominant trend in the net de-
fault rate in 2015 was downward, albeit from lev-
els ranging from 4% to 7%. 

the favourable trends in credit quality stem 
from several factors. The key factors have for 
a long period been the decrease in interest rates 
(and its downward impact on the debt burden of 
borrowers), the continuing fall in unemployment 
(the registered unemployment rate fell to below 
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Chart 43 Non-performing loans and default 
rates

Source: NBS. 
Notes: The default rate denotes the number/volume of loans that 
defaulted within a one-year period to the number/volume of per-
forming loans at the beginning of that period. 

Chart 44 NPL ratios for loans to different 
economic sectors (percentages)

Source: NBS. 
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10% in March 2016), and the increase in house-
hold disposable income.

although improving credit quality is positive 
news for the banking sector, a number of the 
factors underpinning it could undergo trend 
changes going forward. Among the most im-
portant potential changes are an increase in 
interest rates or the emergence of economic 
imbalances related to an increase in unemploy-
ment. It therefore remains incumbent on both 
banks and borrowers to adhere to responsible 
lending principles.

broad upturn in quality oF loans to non-FinanCial 
Corporations 
the credit quality of the slovak banking sec-
tor’s aggregate portfolio of loans to nFcs im-
proved in 2015. The NPL ratio for these loans 
fell to near 7% in that year, reflecting both a drop 
in the default rate and a year-on-year increase 
in the outstanding amount of NFC loans. At the 
same time, the decrease in the amount of non-
performing corporate loans was greater than in 
any other year of the post-crisis period. This fact 
was caused largely by the writing-off and sell-
ing-off of NPLs, even though the loans involved 
were not excessive from a long-term view. An-
other factor supporting the drop in NPLs was an 

increase in the repayment of non-performing 
loans, or their recategorisation as standard loans. 
These trends probably ensue from healthy eco-
nomic conditions. Another appreciable factor 
was the low increase in newly defaulted loans 
referred to above. In the breakdown of loans by 
size, a continuing improvement in quality is also 
observable in loans to small and medium-sized 
enterprises, which are approximated by loans of 
up to €1 million. 

As for the aggregate portfolios of loans to par-
ticular sectors of the economy, most of them 
improved in quality in year-on-year terms. The 
sectors that contributed most to the fall in the 
overall amount of NPLs and in the NPL ratio were 
industry, construction and wholesale trade. The 
opposite trend was observed in the commercial 
real estate and energy supply sectors, albeit only 
to a moderate extent. The differences between 
the credit quality of different sectors neverthe-
less remained relative sizeable. 

the situation in the commercial real estate 
(cre) sector remained unchanged. The CRE 
sector is significant in terms of its share of total 
loans and NPLs. In this regard, the situation re-
mained unchanged in 2015 and the first quarter 
of 2016, with no banks reporting an increase in 
the concentration of CRE loans in their portfo-
lios.
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Chart 45 Representation of the asset and 
liability maturity mismatch across euro area 
banking sectors (percentages)

Source: NBS.
Notes: The bubble size corresponds to the share of government 
bonds in total assets of the country's banking sector. 
The arrow represents the increasing maturity mismatch between 
assets and liabilities. 
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Nor was there any significant change in the NPL 
ratio for these loans, which at the aggregate level 
fluctuated around 10%. While these trends were 
broad-based across the banking sector, the het-
erogeneity between banks in terms of the qual-
ity of their CRE loans remained present. 

ConCentration levels in the domestiC banking seCtor’s 
loan portFolios remained largely unChanged 
concentration risk in the domestic banking 
sector, which is structural in origin, continues 
to be present in several forms. The first, long-
standing form is through significant exposures 
to particular borrowers or to groups of economi-
cally linked borrowers. For some small and me-
dium-sized banks, a default of such borrowers 
would reduce their capital ratio to below 10.5%. 
This risk may be further amplified by the indirect 
links between particular borrowers. 

Another form of risk associated with the pres-
ence of systemically important borrowers is sec-
toral concentration, where several economic sec-
tors constitute a significant proportion of banks’ 
corporate loan portfolios in terms of the out-
standing amount of both loans in total and non-
performing loans. The most significant sectors in 
this regard are commercial real estate, industry, 
wholesale trade, and energy supply. At the sec-
toral level, this risk was largely unchanged, with 
the sectoral shares of loan portfolios remaining 
within the bounds of standard volatility. 

Concentration risk is also apparent in the size-
able intragroup exposures of certain banks. This 
form of concentration risk moderated during 
2015, as intragroup exposures were reduced or 
collateralised. Going forward, however, this risk 
may increase if the option to cancel the limit on 
large intragroup exposures is exercised in full, as 
is provided for within the banking union on the 
basis of an ECB decision issued in March 20166. 

although the maturity mismatCh between its 
assets and liabilities inCreased, the banking seCtor 
maintained an adequate liquidity buFFer 
household loan growth, as the leading trend 
in the slovak banking sector in 2015, had 
a significant impact on liquidity risk during 
the year. The combination of strong growth in 
long-term loans (especially housing loans) and 
deposits with a maturity of up to one year (cur-
rent accounts in particular) lay behind the in-

6 Regulation (EU) 2016/445 of the 
European Central Bank of 14 March 
2016 on the exercise of options and 
discretions available in Union law 
(ECB/2016/4).

creasing maturity mismatch between assets and 
liabilities. Among all national banking sectors in 
the euro area, Slovakia’s has the largest share of 
housing loans in its aggregate balance sheet as 
well as the highest share of short-term deposits. 

in comparison with other banking sectors in 
the euro area, the sector in slovakia has two 
specific features in regard to liquidity risk. The 
first feature is a relatively low and stable loan-to-
deposit ratio, which indicates the resilience and 
sustainability of the sector’s balance sheet struc-
ture. The second is the high share of government 
bonds in the total assets, which indicates size-
able investment in liquid assets. 

Therefore, on the one hand, the Slovak banking 
sector has an increasing maturity mismatch be-
tween assets and liabilities, while, on the other 
hand, its banks are maintaining a sustainable 
balance sheet structure and an adequate liquid-
ity buffer. This equilibrium is determinative for 
liquidity risk developments going forward. Since 
the maturity mismatch stems from the sector’s 
traditional business model and is an inherent part 
of the sector, the focus of liquidity risk manage-
ment continues to be on maintaining adequate 
liquidity buffers. The particularity of the Slovak 
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box 1

banking sector’s business model, compared with 
other national banking sectors in the euro area, 
requires a sensitive approach to liquidity buffer 
management in the sector. The importance of 
this principle in Slovakia is further heightened 
by the fact that all of the systemically important 
banks in the sector are subsidiaries of foreign 
banking groups. 

strong interlinkage between FinanCial stability and 
FinanCial Consumer proteCtion 
Financial consumer protection is quite strong-
ly linked to financial stability. For the long-term 
stability of the financial sector, it is important to 
have equality, or at least balance, in the relation-
ship between financial institutions and their cus-
tomers. If this is not present, the sector may see 
a build-up of imbalances (such as: a fall in confi-
dence in financial entities due to the materialisa-

tion of reputational risk; class actions filed against 
financial entities; or the imposition of sanctions 
by regulators) with potentially adverse repercus-
sions for the stability of financial institutions. 

as of 2015 nbs assumed responsibility for 
financial consumer protection in slovakia. Al-
though the history of the relationship between 
financial consumer protection and financial sta-
bility has so far been relatively short, the very es-
tablishment of such a function is important for 
financial stability. It is particularly important to 
monitor unresolved issues concerning financial 
consumer protection which may have implica-
tions for financial stability. It is worth noting that 
the financial consumer protection and macro-
prudential policy units at NBS cooperate closely 
and are therefore better able to harmonise their 
activities and objectives. 

Financial stability and digital innovation  
in the area oF Financial services

In recent years digital technologies have been 
spreading rapidly to the financial services sec-
tor. They are being applied in such areas as asset 
management, data management, investment 
advice, and information storage, through, for 
example, mobile, contactless and online pay-
ments, or account information. As a result of 
these changes, the range of financial services 
on offer is expanding and the financial sector 
is facing competition in the provision of these 
services from firms outside the sector. There 
are multiple factors behind this development, 
including, for example: the growing appe-
tite for digital solutions; the erosion of public 
confidence in the banking world in the wake 
of the 2008 financial crisis; regulatory chang-
es since 2008 aimed at promoting increased 
standardisation and transparency in financial 
transactions via encouraging more electronic 
trading; and substantial developments in the 
field of storage and data management. These 
changes are having an impact on traditional 
banking models and on the functioning of the 
financial system, bringing not only increased 
competition into the financial system, but also 
new risks. In addition to traditional risks such 

as credit and liquidity risks, the inroads made 
by digital technologies into the financial sys-
tem entail risks related to financial transaction 
security, cybercrime exposure, and the facilita-
tion of money laundering and terrorist financ-
ing7. A specific risk is that of virtual currencies, 
such as bitcoin, which bring a shadow mecha-
nism of money creation into play and the am-
bition to challenge central banks’ monopoly 
on issuance. Another risk is that new provid-
ers of electronic financial services, despite op-
erating under a different funding model, may 
compete with the traditional financial sector 
in providing market liquidity. Since such pro-
viders are often not subject to the regulatory 
requirements applicable to the financial sec-
tor, they could crowd out traditional market 
makers. Hence in the event of market fluctua-
tions, the instability of capital could give rise to 
increased market volatility or even a liquidity 
shortfall. 

At the global level there are now quite inten-
sive discussions on the relationship between 
digital innovation and financial stability. 
There is a prevailing consensus on the neces-

7 VILLEROY de GALHAU, F., "Con-
structing the possible trinity of 
innovation, stability and regulation 
for digital finance", Financial Stabil-
ity Review, April 2016
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sity of adhering to two principles of action:  
 i) the guaranteeing of payment and trans-
action security and ii) the adapting of regu-
lations to address the systemic risk arising 
from the advance of digital technologies in 
the financial system. With the aim of respond-
ing to these risks, a revision of the Markets 
in Financial Instruments directive (MiFID II) 
is being drafted and should coming to force 
in January 2018. The revision provides for the 
authorisation of high frequency trading (HFT) 
firms (new firms establishing themselves on 
the market and conducting high frequency 

trading on the basis of sophisticated compu-
ter algorithms) and for a standardised defini-
tion of the tick size, depending on the instru-
ments and their liquidity. The Directive also 
includes, among other things, pre- and post-
trade transparency obligations and liquidity 
adequacy requirements. The spread of digital 
technologies in the financial system contin-
ues to be a rapidly advancing field in which 
regulatory initiatives are struggling to keep 
pace with market developments. The tasks of 
closing that gap is a priority of international 
discussions in this area.
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4 regulatory and legislative environment

regulatory Changes in the housing loan market 
the new housing loan act (hla)8 that en-
tered into force on 21 march 2016 will result 
in a sharp fall in early repayment charges for 
housing loans. The HLA enacts in Slovak law the 
Mortgage Credit Directive9, the key provisions 
of which were summarised in the May 2014 Fi-
nancial Stability Report. In addition to enacting 
the Directive’s provisions, the HLA stipulates that 
the charge imposed for the early repayment of 
a housing loan outside the interest-rate reset-
ting process may not exceed the creditor’s actual 
costs or 1% of the amount being repaid, which-
ever is lower. The financial stability implications 
of that change are covered elsewhere in this re-
port. This provision may result in many more bor-
rowers refinancing their housing loans, which in 
turn implies increasing competition between 
banks and therefore interest rate reductions. 
That will further heighten the risk of low inter-
est rates adversely affecting the banking sector’s 
profitability. 

an nbs deCree will implement into law the 
prinCiples Contained in nbs reCommendation  
no 1/2014.
one of the most significant legislative chang-
es now being prepared is the transformation 
of nbs recommendation no 1/2014 (‘the rec-
ommendation’) into secondary legislation 
in the form of nbs decrees. The effect of this 
change will be that prudential principles for re-
tail lending will become legally binding and that 
applies not only for banks but for all financial 
institutions providing retail loans. The first provi-
sions of the Recommendation that are to be giv-
en statutory force are those concerning housing 
loans. The respective NBS Decree will be issued 
on the basis of enabling provisions contained in 
the HLA. 

this decree will include the recalibration of 
certain parameters and create a legal frame-
work for supervising whether the provision of 
housing loans is compliant with prudential rules. 
The purpose of this recalibration is to take into 
account current developments and changes in 
the housing loan market. Potential adjustments 
to the overall framework are now under discus-

8 Act No 90/2016 Coll. on housing 
loans and amending certain laws. 

9 Directive 2014/17/EU of the Euro-
pean Parliament and of the Council 
of 4 February 2014 on credit 
agreements for consumers relating 
to residential immovable property 
and amending Directives 2008/48/
EC and 2013/36/EU and Regulation 
(EU) No 1093/2010.

10 Regulation (EU) 2016/445 of the 
European Central Bank of 14 March 
2016 on the exercise of options and 
discretions available in Union law 
(ECB/2016/4).

11 ECB Guide on options and discre-
tions available in Union law.

sion, and the principal provisions being consid-
ered are as follows:
• a requirement that a housing loan may not 

be provided if it leaves the borrower with an 
income which, less the amount of the subsist-
ence minimum and repayments on existing 
loans (taking into account a possible increase 
in interest rates), does not include a certain 
amount as a buffer for unforeseen events;

• the introduction of an additional upper limit 
for the share of loans whose LTV ratio is at the 
90% limit in order to restrict further growth in 
this loan category;

• requirements for creditors to have in place 
a prudential internal system of collateral ap-
praisal.

harmonisation oF options and disCretions under 
the banking union

ecb decisions concerning the harmonisation 
of bank regulatory regime could lead to rela-
tively significant easing in some areas of the 
regime. On 24 March 2016 the ECB published 
a Regulation10 and Guide11 whose purposes is 
to harmonise the large number of options and 
discretions contained in the current bank regu-
latory regime. Some of these decisions also im-
ply significant changes for the regulation of the 
Slovak banking sector, and a potentially major 
impact on financial stability. The main result may 
be an easing of regulatory requirements for li-
quidity risk and concentration risk, each of which 
is significant from the view of stability in the Slo-
vak banking sector. The principal ECB decisions 
in this regard are those concerning: 
i) the option of full exemption of intragroup 

exposures from the large exposure limit for 
banks; 

ii) the option of centralised liquidity manage-
ment within individual banking groups (li-
quidity sub-group), in connection with the 
easing of regulatory liquidity requirements. 

These changes could potentially trigger a sig-
nificant outflow of liquid assets from the largest 
Slovak banks to their parent institutions and that 
in turn would make these banks increasingly de-
pendent on intragroup support. Such depend-
ence would be more acute during crisis periods, 
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but it may be precisely at those times when par-
ents are less able or willing to support their sub-
sidiaries. 

european deposit insuranCe sCheme (edis) 
on 24 november 2015 the european commis-
sion published a proposal for a regulation 
to establish a european deposit insurance 
scheme (EDIS) as the third pillar of the bank-
ing union12. EDIS is therefore expected to apply 
to Member States participating in the banking 
union, i.e. those that are members of the euro 
area and those that voluntarily decide to join the 
banking union. The Commission’s proposal for 
the EDIS Regulation is now being examined by 
a working group established by the Commission 
and including participants from all EU Member 
States.

edis is intended to address the problem that 
national deposit guarantee schemes (dgss) 
remain vulnerable to large local shocks. The 
implementation of EDIS is expected to result in 
a broader and proportional distribution of risk 
across the banking union, thereby increasing 
resilience to future crises, strengthening deposi-
tors’ confidence in the banking sector, and weak-
ening the interaction between banks and public 
finances. 

It is proposed that EDIS will evolve over the fol-
lowing three stages beginning from 2017.
1. Reinsurance stage (first four years) – If a DGS 

is required to compensate depositors or con-
tribute to resolution, EDIS may cover up to 
20% of any resulting excessive loss or liquidity 
shortfall of the DGS.

2. Co-insurance stage (to apply for four years af-
ter the end of the first stage) – EDIS absorbs 
a progressively larger share of the excessive 
loss and liquidity shortfall of DGSs, from 20% 
in the first year, to 40% in the second, 60% in 
the third and 80% in the fourth.

3. Full insurance stage – EDIS fully ensures 
all losses incurred by DGSs in the event of 
a pay-out or a request to contribute to reso-
lution. 

edis also includes the establishment of 
a common deposit insurance Fund (diF) 
amounting to the equivalent of 0.8% of the 
covered deposits of participating dgss. The 

12 The first two pillars are the Single 
Supervisory Mechanism and the 
Single Resolution Mechanism.

13 Minimum requirement for own 
funds and eligible liabilities.

14 Under the Directive, the European 
Commission must by 3 July 2019 
submit a report setting out how 
DGSs operating in the EU may 
cooperate through a common 
scheme.

DIF is to be financed mainly via ex-ante contri-
butions from banks, with the amount of each 
bank’s contribution depending on the amount 
of covered deposits of the institution and on its 
risk profile. The contributions transferred to the 
DIF will be counted towards the target level for 
national DGSs, and Member States may set off 
contributions to the DIF against contributions 
to the national DGS. The contributions are to be 
calculated at the national level in the first stage 
and at the European level in the second stage. 
The DIF is to be administered by the Single Reso-
lution Board, which from the second stage may 
require banks to pay ex-post contributions as 
well.

národná banka slovenska supports the initi-
ative to complete the banking union project, 
while stressing, however, the need for pro-
gression and linkage between the different 
stages. In NBS’s view, it is first necessary to com-
plete the banking union’s second pillar (still not 
implemented by all Member States), to issue all 
of the required technical standards (including 
MREL requirements13 and bridge-financing ar-
rangements for the Single Resolution Fund. At 
the same time, it is necessary to check whether 
DGSs are functioning in accordance with the new 
Deposit Guarantee Schemes Directive (DGSD), 
which has also not yet been implemented by 
certain Member States14.

it is crucial, moreover, that the full imple-
mentation of edis does not further dilute the 
powers of national supervisory authorities, 
that capital and liquidity requirements are 
not moderated for institutions at the local 
level, and that the independence of macro-
prudential policy-making at the national lev-
el is preserved. NBS furthermore requires speci-
fication of how the DIF and Single Resolution 
Fund, in the event of the depletion of their own 
financial means, could be financed by ECB or the 
European Stability Mechanism. Other conditions 
that need to be met before EDIS can be adopted 
include the harmonisation of the large number 
of national discretions in the DGSD, in regard, for 
example, to different levels of deposit coverage, 
the purpose and financing of national funds in 
the third stage of EDIS, and risk mitigation in the 
banking sectors of those countries participating 
in the banking union.
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Chart 47 Cyclogram

Source: NBS.

Chart 46 Domestic credit-to-GDPtrend gap 
(percentages)

Source: NBS.
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5 maCroprudential poliCy 
CounterCyCliCal Capital buFFer rate remained at 0% 
in its quarterly review of the countercycli-
cal capital buffer (ccb) rate, the bank board 
of národná banka slovenska decided on 
26 april 2016 to maintain the rate at 0%. In 
its summary of the market situation surrounding 
the decision, the Bank Board noted the growth 
in loans to both households and non-financial 
corporations, whereas in previous quarters it had 
noted the potentially excessive growth in house-
hold loans and the absence of any clear trend in 
corporate loans. 

But although private debt increased on 
a broad front in December 2015, it is not yet 
deemed strong enough to warrant an increase 
in the CCB rate. In the meantime, two key ra-
tios reached their highest levels since 2009. 
The domestic credit-to-GDPtrend gap rose to 
1.97%, only 0.03% below the threshold imply-
ing the application of a non-zero CCB rate. As 
for the Cyclogram, it has been trending above 
the median since the beginning of 2015. The 
increase in its values reflects not only the 
above-mentioned developments in the credit 
market, but also rising property prices, house-

hold indebtedness and extremely favourable 
trends in credit risk losses. In the latest NBS 
Decision to maintain the CCB rate at 0% there 
is also a notice that NBS will consider apply-
ing a non-zero CCB rate when the rate is next 
reviewed in July 2016.

the majority of reference variables for the 
ccb rate decision were increasing during the 
period under review. Of particular note were 
the acceleration in lending to households, the 
household debt servicing burden, the extraor-
dinary favourable developments in credit risk 
losses, and the increasing growth in loans to 
non-financial corporations, exceeding growth 
in corporate sales. There was also a greater in-
crease in flat prices than in household income, 
which was reflected in the two principal de-
terminers of the CCB rate (the Cyclogram and 
the domestic credit-to-GDPtrend gap). In several 
countries with similar credit market develop-
ments, decisions have been taken to strengthen 
the resilience of the banking sector. 
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box 2

potential ConsequenCes oF inCreasing the CCb rate 
in july 2016 
In deciding whether to increase the CCB rate, 
the principal considerations are the potential 
effects of such a move on the banking sector 

and the credit market. Given the conclusions 
presented in Chapter 3.1, increasing the CCB 
rate is not expected to have an adverse impact 
on either the banking sector or the credit mar-
ket. 

the countercyclical capital buFFer 
as a macroprudential policy instrument

With regard to the financial cycle, which is the 
determining factor for decisions on the coun-
tercyclical capital buffer (CCB) rate, a general 
distinction is made between ‘good times’ and 
‘bad times’. Good times are characterised by 
growth in loans and banks’ profits, and low 
credit risk losses, usually against a backdrop 
of economic growth. It is also during good 
times that the debt burdens of non-financial 
corporations and households increase, as 
banks and their customers perceive risks to be 
lower. This increases the likelihood that loans 
will be provided to less creditworthy custom-
ers or that unduly large loans will be provided 
under looser credit standards. In bad times, by 
contrast, lending growth falls and banks expe-
rience falling profitability, which is amplified 
by losses incurred on the credit portfolio. At 
the same time, both banks and borrowers be-
come more risk averse. This cyclical nature of 
the credit market and credit risk was evident 
in Slovakia during the Great Recession, when 
losses on loans provided during the lending 
boom years of 2006-2008 (good times) peaked 
in 2009 (bad times). It was an example of the 
principle that ‘bad loans are provided in good 
times’. 

The main purpose of the countercyclical capi-
tal buffer is to ensure that banks accumulate, 
during periods of economic growth, a suffi-
cient capital base to absorb losses in stressed 
periods. It should also be noted that increasing 
the CCB rate during good times is not gener-
ally expected to have an immediate impact on 
the credit market. This is due to a combination 
of two factors. The first is that the banking sec-
tor’s capital ratio is, in practice, rarely close to 
the regulatory minimum capital requirement, 
and therefore when the minimum require-

ment is increased (typically by between 50 or 
100 basis points, taking effect 12 months in 
the future), there is no immediate pressure on 
banks to increase their own funds. The second 
factor is the concept of macroprudential buff-
ers per se. These are not binding on banks in 
the way that Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 capital require-
ments are, but they are still buffers and there-
fore to the extent that a bank fails to meet the 
buffer requirement, it is proportionally restrict-
ed in the amount of dividends and bonuses it 
may pay. 

On the other hand, the release of the CCB dur-
ing bad times should prevent banks experi-
encing a shortfall in the capital required for 
lending, the situation that would otherwise be 
typical owing to losses incurred. Such a situa-
tion occurred, for example, in the Slovak credit 
market in 2009 and 2010. The outstanding 
amount of loans to households increased at 
a significantly slower pace at that time, while 
lending to NFCs actually declined. This hap-
pened partly because banks substantially tight-
ened their credit standards, stating a shortfall 
in capital as one of the reasons for the reluc-
tance to lend. This corresponds to the fact that 
when the financial and economic crisis struck, 
the Slovak banking sector’s aggregate capital 
ratio was at a historical low. In other words, the 
banking sector failed during the good times of 
2006 and 2007 to build up a sufficient capital 
buffer that would allow it to ensure the flow of 
lending in 2009 and 2010.

It is therefore generally the case that where 
a macroprudential authority increases the CCB 
rate, its aim is to ensure that good times are 
used to make the banking sector sufficiently 
able to absorb unexpected losses on the credit 
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portfolio. In this way, the authority will also 
address the above-mentioned problem of the 
banking sector’s capital shortfall during bad 
times, since the CCB requirement will be re-
leased during that period. 

In the area of macroprudential policy, the capi-
tal instruments applied to the Slovak banking 
sector, including the CCB, have a further spe-
cific dimension. The capital buffers not only af-
fect local banks’ loss-absorbing capacity, they 
also influence their dividend policy vis-à-vis 
parent institutions. The recent period has seen 
several banks allocate more than 100% of their 
profit to dividends and reduce the quality of 
their capital in the process. Thus, they have 
converted their existing capital buffer into 
earnings of their parent institution. 

Given the theory behind the CCB, the rate-
setting decision for the CCB is based primarily 
on cyclical indicators. According to the Capital 
Requirements Directive IV (CRD IV), the princi-
pal indicator is based on the deviation of the 
ratio of credit to GDP from its long-term trend 
(the credit-to-GDP gap). What is therefore rele-
vant is not the ratio of credit-to-GDP itself, but 
rather the gap between that ratio and its long-
term trend. A positive credit-to-GDP gap is not 
the result of standard growth in the debt-to-
GDP ratio (capital deepening), but rather indi-
cates that this ratio is accelerating. In simplified 
terms there is a parallel between the use of the 
credit-to-GDP for macroprudential policy and 
the output gap for monetary policy. The set 
of other variables that are significant for CCB 
rate-setting decisions has been partly har-
monised at the EU level in Recommendation 
ESRB/2014/1, and it includes the following: 
a) measures of potential overvaluation of 

property prices (e.g. commercial and resi-
dential real estate price-to-income ratios, 
price gaps and growth rates);

b) measures of credit developments (e.g. real 
total credit or real bank credit growth, the 
deviation from trend in deflated M3);

c) measures of external imbalances (e.g. cur-
rent account balances as a ratio to GDP);

d) measures of the strength of bank balance 
sheets (e.g. leverage ratios);

e) measures of private sector debt burden (e.g. 
debt-service to income ratios);

f ) measures of potential mispricing of risk (e.g. 
real equity price growth);

g) measures derived from models that com-
bine the credit-to-GDP gap and a selection 
of the above measures. 

Member States are recommended to use those 
of the above variables that are available and 
relevant in the particular Member State. Given 
the structure and attributes of the Slovak cred-
it market, the centre of focus for Slovak policy-
makers are variables (a), (b), (e) and (f ). 

At the same time, in accordance with Article 
33g(1)(c) of the Slovak Banking Act, Národná 
banka Slovenska may designate other vari-
ables that it considers relevant for determin-
ing the CCB rate (Article 33g transposes Article 
136 of the CRD IV). It is under this provision 
that the Cyclogram is used. 

In summary, therefore, it may be expected 
that, in accordance with the legislation in force, 
rate-setting decisions for the CCB will be based 
on the following factors: 
a) the standardised credit-to-GDP gap;
b) the adjusted credit-to-GDP gap, which in 

the case of Slovakia is the domestic credit-
to-GDPtrend gap;

c) the set of variables laid down by the ESRB in 
Recommendation ESRB/2014/1; 

d) other variables that NBS considers relevant, 
i.e. the Cyclogram.
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abbreviations

CET1 Common Equity Tier 1 
CMN cenová mapa nehnuteľností (Real Estate Price Map)
CR Czech Republic
DPF Deposit Protection Fund
EBA European Banking Authority
ECB European Central Bank
EIOPA European Insurance and Occupational Pension Authority
EMIR Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July  
 2012 on OTC derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories
ESRB European Systemic Risk Board
EU European Union
GDP gross domestic product
HFCS Household Finance and Consumption Survey 
HHI Herfindahl-Hirschman index
IFRSs International Financial Reporting Standards
IMF International Monetary Fund
IRRBB interest rate risk in the banking book
LI life insurance
LTV loan-to-value (ratio)
MCR minimum capital requirement
MI SR Ministry of Interior of the Slovak Republic
MREL minimum requirement for own funds and eligible liabilities 
MTLP motor third-party liability (insurance)
NAV net asset value
NBS Národná banka Slovenska
NLI non-life insurance
OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
ORSA own-risk and solvency assessment 
PFMC  pension fund management company
ROE return on equity 
SCR solvency capital requirement
SKP Slovenská kancelária poisťovateľov / Slovak Insurers’ Bureau
SO SR Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic
SPMC  supplementary pension management company
SR Slovak Republic
SRM Single Resolution Mechanism 
TIR technical interest rate
TLI traditional life insurance
ULI unit-linked (life) insurance
ÚPSVaR SR Úrad práce, sociálnych vecí a rodiny SR / Office of Labour, Social Affairs and Family of the  
 Slovak Republic
VAT value-added tax
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